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EDITORIAL

June, 1989
Vol. 2 No. 9

Mozambique is Recovering
The second issue of this

magazine (SAPEM, No. 2,
devoted to the subject of
Mozambique under the banner, MOZAMBIQUE WILL
SURVIVE. The issue also marked the first anniversary of

November, 1987)

was

the

tragic death of the first President of the People’s
Republic of Mozambique, Samora Machel. Those of us
who attended the funeral in October, 1986, will have
noticed the feeling of dejection, anguish and deep
uncertainty that gripped the Mozambican people. There
was

fear that Samora Machel’s death, not to mention the

suspicious circumstances of that air crash, would herald the
death of the Mozambican state and all its aspirations.
Besides, the combination of (economic) recession and the
vicious war waged by the South African-sponsored MNR
had reduced the Mozambican economy to tatters.

Likewise, political life in Mozambique had become a mere
shadow of those vibrant days that marked this young

republic’s ascendancy in the ’70s. Imperialism had just
about succeeded in its objective of turning Mozambique
away from its declared goal of socialism, by bringing that
young republic to its knees and bleeding it further through
continued externally-backed violence and incessant
intimidation on all fronts.
That is precisely the point

around which questions might
regard to Mozambique’s strategy for
survival in these very difficult circumstances. Already, some
analysts have concluded that Mozambique has turned its
back on socialist goals and objectives and cite
Mozambique’s association with the World Bank/IMF
programme as further evidence of that retreat. On the other
hand, others argue that there was from the outset hardly the
be raised

now

with

historical, political, social and economic bases for socialist
transformation in such

a

country as Mozambique; and that

given the particular and peculiar circumstances in which
recent developments have left her, Mozambique had little
or no choice but to accept World Bank/IMF-type
prescriptions. No doubt, the debate on Mozambique (and
similarly placed countries in the Third World) will continue
and hopefully instruct us better about the theory and
practice of socialist construction. This is particularly so in
these days when there are such apparent set-backs to world
socialism, not to mention the immense difficulties that are
placed in the path of those countries that have pursued
armed stmggle and its twin promises of democracy and
socialism.
It has been

a

difficult road for Mozambique and the least

should give her is our sympathy and understanding as
she tries to mend both a war-torn society and a devastated

we

economy.
return to a

process is a
conventional nationalism which seeks to assert

Perhaps, included in that mending

as an African country; emphasizing the
colonial past as one in which, in the Mozambican case in

Mozambique

particular, the black
2

person

sub-humanity; and therefore, perhaps, the current
economic and political strategy to develop a stronger and
more viable indigenous petit bourgeois (and national
bourgeois class?), not only in the hope of recovering the
history and dignity of Mozambique, but also as a stronger
basis for progressive economic and social development
towards socialism.

Yet, others would argue that this is not a return to
conventional nationalism as such, but a conscious

acknowledgement, on the part of the Mozambican
leadership, that a mistake had been made in the earlier
phase of post-independent Mozambique, by trying to
dodge the National Question issue and by overlooking the
importance of black nationalism as an essential expression
of the immediate post-colonial phase. And therefore, in
those days, the process was underpinned by Western and
Western-trained leftist ideologues who viewed (their)
Mozambican brand of revolution

and

socialism

as

inconsistent with any reference to race and black
nationalism. If this is true, then that earlier process will have
alienated many a nationalist Mozambican and fed the

imagination of those who wanted to believe that the
was operating in the image and to the
flattery of the new romantic and apocalyptic revolutionary
zeal that found its origins in the seminar rooms of the leftist
gums of Western Europe and North America.
Mozambican state

As President Chissano asserts in the recent interview

published herein, Mozambique is on the road to recovery.
It is too early to state what that means in precise terms nor
in the context of the debate that we have outlined in respect
to

both the issue of socialism and the Mozambican

socio-economic and

political

who have had

association with

But for those of us
Mozambique for the
last 14 years that constitute its post-independence history,
there are real signs of political, economic, social and
cultural recovery of that great country. More than that,
there is real hope that 1989 will also be a turning point
marking the gradual end to war and strife in Mozambique.
Certainly, the Mozambique Government is doing all it can
to bring an end to the conflict; and Mozambique’s plight
has in itself been a major source of international support
and sympathy against all those involved in the perpetration
of this scourge. And so as we join the Mozambicans in
marking their fourteenth anniversary on 25 June, let us all
pledge our continued support to that country in its quest
for peace, security, and economic prosperity. Needless to
add, Mozambique is key and strategic to the economic
well-being of the entire sub-region of Southern Africa; and
is pivotal in the security considerations of the eastern coast
some

process.

of Africa and the Indian Ocean.
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had been reduced to
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topped $7,6 billion, compared lo $6 billion in 1987 and $5,6
billion in the previous year. These statistics

Namibia
Judicial Commission

Begins its Work

A South

started

African-appointed Judicial Commission has
investigations into reports of widespread political

point to continuing
buoyant trade between South Africa and Namibia and the
European Community despite EEC sanctions against

Pretoria.

intimidation in northern Namibia.
Headed

by the chairman of the Windhoek Bar Council,
Bryan O’Linn, the commission will look into reports
pouring into the United Nations Transition Assistance Group
(UNTAG) headquarters here. Reports from northern
Namibia say that residents are
being victimised by South
African security forces in what
appears to be a bid hy Pretoria
to throw fear into the
people before the upcoming November

Crisis in lh& Western

advocate

Cape

education crisis has erupted in the Western
Cape with
thousands of school children
refusing to attend classes.
Students also refused to start their
An

Pupils

are

mid-year examinations.
demanding the release of fellow students who

have been detained.

elections. Most of the residents targeted are
supporters of the
South West Africa People’s
Organisation

(SWAPO).

Pretoria’s Lavish Use

Student

Boycott

Students in northern Namibia have

staged a mass school
boycott to protest against continued rights violations by South
African security forces in the north.
More than thirty schools in Ovamboland have been
affected
by the strike and the students have forwarded an eight-point
list of demands to Louis Peinaar, the South African

Administrator-General, and his
Ahtisaari.

U.N. counterpart, Martti

The students are calling for South African forces to
be
confined immediately to base at the Grootfontein and
Oshivelo camps in the north. They are also

the transfer of Koevoet members

protesting against
(the police paramilitary

counter-intelligence unit) into the South
force. The students also called for
whom

West Africa police
assistant for Ahtisaari

on

ultimatum

the students

a

general moratorium

on

the

penalty.

his own".

The South African
to

Administrator-General’s office issued
to class by
May 26, but

Zambia

the students to return

refused, an action which could result in the abrupt

termination of their education.

South Africa
Trade with EEC Booms

Despite Sanctions

Trade between the European Economic
South Africa and Namibia is
annual

for the government to declare
death

they described as "incapable of controlling free and fair

elections
an

an

of Death Penalty
judges’ lavish use of the death penalty has
caused lawyers and anti-apartheid activists to call for a
commission to be set up to look into
capital punishment.
Fourteen blacks from a
township near Upington in the Cape
Province were sentenced to death for their
part in a mob attack
that led to the death of a black
policeman.
This was by far the largest number of
people condemned to
hang in a single court case.
One day before the Upington fourteen were
sentenced, a
judge in Pretoria imposed eight death sentences on neo-fascist
zealot, Barend Strydom, for the murder of eight black people
during a racially-motivated killing spree last year.
South Africa has the
third-highest official execution rale in
the world. Abolitionist
groups have stepped up their campaign
South African

Community and
booming according to the latest
figures released by the EEC’s Luxembourg-based

War on Black Marketeers

Zambia’s government has once against launched a war
against black marketeers in a bid to wipe out flourishing illegal
trade. The campaign has spread to most of the
Copperbelt and
to the southern border town of
Livingstone.
The government has given no indication that the
campaign
has resumed after a lull of several months. But
police have
started a round-up of illegal vendors at markets for various

offences under the Markets Act and the Control of Goods
Act.

•

statistical information office.
In

i

1988, the twelve EEC states imported some $14,4 billion
goods and products from the two countries,
compared to $6,4 billion worth in 1987 and $9,6 billion in 1986.
worth of

EEC’s exports to South Africa and Namibia

are

also

climbing - in 1988, exports from the EEC to the two countries
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President Chissano

on

Problems and

Prospects
kindly agreed to give an exclusive interview to the Editor of SAPEM, Ibbo
Mandaza, at State House, Maputo, on June 2nd, 1989.

President Chissano

A: No.

Q: Arriving in Maputo, / have noticed a
clear indication

of an improvement in the
morale and physical appearance of the city
and its people. Is this a correct interpretation of the events here?
A: Yes, Mozambique has been hit very
hard. We had a negative growth of the
economy by 11%, from 1982-85. In 1985
we

tried to take

started at

A: We did not know. If

we

had

ac-

cepted what the IMF was proposing to us,
we

would have been lost. We would have

had

a

strong

Q: What was the orientation you gave it?

in several aspects - for ingive you one or two examples. On devaluation of the currency.

simple ones. We did not
yet know exactly what to do. We were
trying to get loans, credits and so forth
and while waiting for these credits, we

measures

-

very

had to take certain
to increase our

measures

GNP, to

to

enable

reverse

stance, I can

us

tion the fact that
strata

economic chan-

of the

we

have

a

vulnerable

population to take care of, in

the fields of education and health for instance.

People start having lots of problems
prices are rising and we have to
do something. We have to guard against
some fronts to solve problems for at least
that strata of the population.
1 could give you many more examples.
We are working hard so that we can also
convince our partners, even the World
Bank and the IMF, of the feasibility of
what we are proposing - that what we are
because

drafting our programme
implementing it in ’87. Then,
because we had joined the IMF, the draft
and started

4

quarrels with them.
Q: Are there indications that things will
continue to be positive, economically?
A: I hope so.
Q: I ask the question because we are told

aspect. Whereas the
maybe might not care about the social implications, we took into considera-

did in 1986.
President

Joaquim Chissano
Pic.

of the

requirements here and there. But
basically we had started it and developed
it ourselves and this made it possible for
us to give it a certain orientation. So we
implemented this programme in ’87. By
the end of ’87 we had a growth of 3,6%.
Q: You are saying that the IMFIWorld
Bank programme was really something
that you began yourseip There was no imposition?

Q: Are the IMF/World Bank happy with
the programme.

A: This is another

We finished

IMF

considered ap-

IMF

plementing them, even whilst we were still
drafting a programme and making contacts with our partners. This is when we
also tried to join the IMF 2md the World

some

we

said to be very negative social implications.

the ten-

programme of real implication. And we
started drawing some measures and im-

had to take into consideration

which

that there are very positive

a

we

rate

ges which perhaps some of us had been
able to see for ourselves. But there are also

dency towards degradation.
We stopped the degradation late in ’85
and in ’86 we had a growth, a positive
growth of 1,6% of GNP. That’s when we
started to look for ways of implementing

Bank, which

a

propriate to ourselves.

A: Yes, we have no

revolt here.

A: Let’s say

\

curren-

sion, had no choice but to accept.

this process of negative growth
of the economy. We took some

measures

had not devalued when other

cies were being devalued. And so we were
already in the process of doing so. We

to

some

counter

rate

we

Q: Because, at one stage, our analysis
was that Mozambique, given the depres-

Ministry of Information

devaluing according to our own
plan which we had established ourselves,
contrary to what the IMF was proposing,
Although we took into consideration
what would be acceptable to the IMF, we
have applied our own policies because
when we started the plan we already un-

we are

derstood that
vious

-

from

we

had

to

devalue. It’s ob-

independence

up

until 1980

proposing will not be contrary to the aim
of rehabilitating the economy. This has
been proven because of the 3,6% growth
had

in 1987. In 1988

we

and this year we

have

a

4,2% increase

of 5%. So,
inspite of all the corrections we are giving
to proposals which are brought to us by
some IMF officials, I think they are becoming accustomed to working with us
a target

SAPEM JUNE, 1989

V

and

they take

views into considerahard.
Q; There is also the question of aid.
Mozambique’s dilemma, and the position
it has been put into by destabilisation, has
provoked much sympathyfor Mozambique
internationally. Aid has become a very important component of the rehabilitation,
What would you say has been the percentage in terms of GDP and secondly, in terms
tion. But

one

our

has to work very

development. When the displaced people
to one area they are given aid and
we say, "Don’t just give them food and
medicine, give them a hoe and a knife and
an axe. Give them seeds. In some cases
give them water pumps for some small irrigation and it is possible that next year
you will not need to bring food for these,
but for other groups. And this group will,
at some future time, be able to feed other

Displaced children in

a

displaced people and provide a base for
them". And so we are trying to do this,

is to convert aid into

We also say that some of the aid, if the
organisations accept this, can be mUltiplied by putting it in industry-an industry
which can support the emergency within
the country. And therefore the connection between rehabilitation, economic
development and emergency is maintained. You can save the lives but you
don’t create the habit of receiving,

to

an instrument for all
end the need for aid. We have two

programmes therefore, one
the emergency programme.

of which is

The emergency programme is meant
mainly to save lives which are affected by
destabilisation. But we think, at the same
time, that they cannot just receive all the
time. So, when they receive this aid, the
aid must bring in it a component which
will enable them to start

SAPEM JUNE, 1989

being part of

good word. The
imply that there
was once a ‘deprivatisation’ which we
never had in Mozambique. In Mozambique we came to find a country which had
no private owners who were Mozambicans. It’s our own revolution which is
taking into consideration that there is
need to utilise this type of economic participation of our people. This means

makeshift classroom

of the impact on rehabilitation?
A: I can’t give you figures but our policy
-

A: I don’t think that is

word ‘privatisation’

come

Q: How much privatisation is there

now?

a

may

Pic. Steve Askin

giving them the chance to own some
property which can be put to the benefit
of development of the country. That has
been difficult because we don’t have
enough means even to do that. For instance, we are asking the USA to give us
help for development. They decided they
would only give help for development if it
was utilised by the private sector. We accepted this. But what they are giving - it’s
little. It’s little compared with the need to
create a visible private sector in Mozambique, in terms of agriculture and in5

dustry. They
lion

to

are

giving

$20 million in aid

us

from $15 mil-

as

to

be distributed

one

by the ten provinces of Mozambique - it’s
not enough.
There is also this question of distribution of property which, by force of circumstance, had to be run by the State or
even by co-operatives after the exodus of
the Portuguese owners with workers left
behind who did not know how to manage
the property. And if they knew, they have
never

been the

owners.

and decide who the

We had to define

owner

able

is and, in some

organise the
workers into a co-operative and, in other
cases, to incorporate the land into a state
cases, we were

farm

or

state

Later

to

Where

the bandits have not

We

never

intended

to

nationalise

them but the

Portuguese had abandoned
some years they remained
closed because the State could only care
for some of the shops which were opened
them and for

quarters have decided to

stop their support, to bring the people to
their

senses

and

humanise them and
to kill another

to

tions still

would lead to circumstances where the
South African sihiation might improve,

of dehumanisation which are so
Imagine a child who starts killing at the age of eight, how do you tell him
to stop? I think this is one of the
problems
that those who are sponsoring these

freedom in South Africa will come and the
region will be a better place to live in.
A: If one takes into consideration the
reaction of international opinion, I would

that this

say

more

year

has been

very
favourable. There has been

crease

ever

have now? One

some

sponsors would see reason and understand
that enough damage has been done. This

our

some

we

after

not use

found

destroyed property in the trade area, all
the trading shops in the rural areas and in
town which remain, belong to the
private
sector.

Q: What hope do

even

feels that perhaps 1989 is a hinting point in
the history of the region, that perhaps the
war and the
banditry would stop and their

property.

people who
wanted to do something and we would
give them a parcel of land to manage,
often together with workers. So perhaps
you can call this privatisation.
There is now a big private sector in
Mozambique, which is Mozambican.
we

people’s shops, while waiting for someto open the others.

much
an

in pronouncements in support

in-

of

policies, condemnation of terrorism,

calls for the end of violence and acceptance of the efforts which we are
making
in order to create conditions for the nor-

malisation of life for all citizens of this

country.
I think that the

for

support from outside
banditry has decrea.sed. But there are

still

some

vital

sectors

who have

to

take

stronger attitudes. But this is not the only
make. We must also
think that the enemies of our country have
assessment one can

depersonalised

very

much. For the
banditry and

Mozambicans involved in

terrorism, destabilisation and destruction, it is hard to know how long it will take

knife

a

or an axe

Mozambican.
We will

probably have some mad accontinuing. Some will do it for

survival. We have

deal with the

to

conse-

quences

extreme.

atrocities have

to

consider. This should

be in their minds.
are not

They protest that they
they are producing
they can no longer con-

involved but

monsters

which

trol.
There is

wish,

desire, to see this
depends on
whether or not the bandits’ sponsors take
a more active attitude to
stop the banditry. If they do that, then the day is
nearer. But, as 1 say, we still have a
job to
do which may take some time because we
are dealing with a dehumanised
group of
people. If we attempt dialogue, we may
have two or three who are prepared to listen. But, sometimes, you maybe
speaking
to people who have already lost their soul.
And how can you expect this thing to be
come

over

in

to

a

patiently.

a

an

a

end. Much

short while? We have

to

work

•
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The Mozambican National Resistance

(RENAMO)
^^illiCLTTl
Research

J^^iTltCT]

described by ex-participants

Visiting Researcher, African Studies Program, Georgetown University

Report Submitted to Ford Foundation and Swedish International Development Agency

This report, based on recent
with

as

interviews

thirty-two ex-participants in the

Mozambican National Resistance

(Renamo), describes the operations of
this guerrilla group and its linkages with
the South African Defence Force.
The interviews provide compelling new
evidence for two

major conclusions:
(1) A high proportion of the Renamo
rank-and-file combatants, probably in excess of 90%, is recruited
by force, and
kept in the Renamo ranks by control
mechanisms including threats of execution for attempted desertion.
(2) The professionally competent
Renamo military operations are sustained by regular supplies from South
Africa as well as by a centralised system

The interviews
to

an

averaged forty-minutes

hour. All but two

were

in Por-

tuguese. The respondents clearly distinguished their own direct observations,
what they had heard from other Renamo
combatants, and questions that they lacked information to

answer.

The average age

of the interviewees
level of education
between third and fourth grade. The earliest participant in Renamo was abducted
was

27, their

average

in December

1978, and the latest in
August 1987. On average they had spent
37 months in the Renamo forces. They in-

eluded three with

than

eight years
experience, and nineteen whose stay exmore

tended into 1988.
Without

dividually, out of hearing and sight of officials. Half of those interviewed had

for munitions

of basic and advanced
military training.
During a seven-week research trip in

programme

November and December 1988, the
author carried out the interviews inac-

cepted the amnesty offer of the Mozamthe other half were
prisoners captured in battle. Of the thirty-two interviews, nine were in Maputo,
ten in Chimoio in central Mozambique,

bican government,

and thirteen in Zambezia

Province,

en-

suring representation of Mozambique’s
three major geographical zones.
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parachute drops, or sea landings.
A given area normally received
supplies only once or twice a year in quantities sufficient to last that long. The last
specific delivery cited in my interviews
was a plane landing in Zambezia Province
in April 1988, mentioned by a combatant
who escaped in June 1988. Another exRenamo member, speaking to journalists
in Manica Province in late November,
said she had carried supplies from South
African planes which landed iri the
Gorongosa area in October 1988.
South African involvement
cited in

exception, all 27 who had been
directly involved in combat inside
Mozambique said they had originally
been abducted at gunpoint. Moreover,
they said that all or almost all of those who
trained with them had also been forcibly
abducted. Most said the standard penalty for trying to escape was execution.
They described the supply operation

of command, control and communications (C3) and a co-ordinated

from South Africa, but elsewhere the pattern was of periodic
landings of DC-3’s,

was

also

interview by a recent defector
from Renamo’s Lisbon office. He said
an

that in

October, when he left, they were
military communiqués from the same South African officer
who had always handled the communicastill receiving Renamo

tions.
The interviewees also described a high-

ly centralised system of command,

con-

I

trol and

apex

!

communications, with its

strict need-to-know

the communications link between the

system in which only some soldiers had
access to the deliveries. Almost all
made reference to captured arms, but

Renamo headquarters in central Mozambique and South African special forces.
The military training they described
ranged from basic training and special
courses in bases in
Mozambique to long-

as

a

direct

said these

were their
major source.
Outlying bases received supplies from
central bases in each province by head
none

porterage. Bases in southern Mozambique

received

some

|

I

term

instruction for selected soldiers in

South Africa.

•

supplies overland

7

r

Chronology of MNR Atrocities
Centre for African

Studies, Maputo

Indian Ocean Newsletter 71111989

Noticias 261111989

further 2,2 million were "affected"

Col. Rosa de Oliveira, an SADF officer

The

entire urban

of Portuguese origin, has
ferred to Lisbon. Oliveira is

been transreportedly a
close ally of General (sic) Charles van
Niekerk and his transfer to Portugal is apparently aimed at reactivating the Lisbon
Renamo office and tightening contacts
with the SA military. Col. Oliveira also
has the task of reducing the influence
within Renamo of Thomas Schaaf.

Oliveira, who works with other military
reserve

people for the Mitlex construe-

tion firm,

had been commissioned in 1973

by DGS to train special units to fight
Frelimo.
The Guardian 141111989

Article

by Paul Fauvet quotes Mozamrefugees returning from SA saying
that SA was continuing to support the
MNR bandits. The former refugees fled
to SA in December to escape an MNR
raid against villages in the Mapulanguene
area, 110 miles north of Maputo and six
miles from the SA border. On the day
after their arrival in SA they saw SADF
soldiers talking to an MNR group at the
border gate and promised to return the
refugees to MNR hands. When the
refugees refused, they were bundled into

bican

trucks and taken to the SADF at Skukuza.
Here

divided into groups and
interrogated. One, Eduardo Tivane, said
that a white officer tried to persuade him
to join the MNR. He believes he was
saved by demands from other refugees
they

were

for his release. Tivane declared, "South
Africa is still supporting the bandits. This
Skukuza is very big. They have
lots of armed black Mozambicans there,

base

near

and South African soldiers too". Other

refugees spoke of how the MNR moved
freely over the border near Mapulanguene. Trading flourished between SA
soldiers and the bandits. The refugees
were

convinced that Skukuza controlled

logistics for the MNR operations in the
northern part of Maputo Province.

8

joint security commission held its
meeting since the Songo summit on
January 25 at the Pequenos Libombos
third

dam site. A

source

close to the Mozam-

bican

delegation said that the meeting
points". The meeting
analysed charges that armed bandits continned to receive support from SA territory. In the past week refugees returning from SA spoke of SA officers trying
to encourage them to join the bandits.
Gen. A. J. Liebenberg said on his departure from Maputo airport that this question would be investigated. Concerning
investigations promised in November
about forces in SA continuing to support
armed banditry, Liebenberg said these
were proceeding and Mozambique had
been invited to co-operate. On Cahora
had "advanced

Bassa, he said this

was a matter

for

another commission. No

communique
was released. AIM, meanwhile, quoted
residents of border areas saying that bandits were continuing to infiltrate from
Malawi.
The most recent data

on

the emergen-

reveals that the numbers affected have
slightly to around 4 million. This
emerged during the course of a technical
meeting of the UN inter-agencies mission
which is preparing for the 1989/90 appeal
cy

risen

which will be launched in March.
Southscan 251111989
The President of the

People’s Assembly, Marcelino dos Santos, said in a speech
on January 18 that the MNR were not
capable of knocking down the more than
600 Cahora Bassa pylons sabotaged in
recent months. He said that "special forces of the South African army" were
responsible for the sabotage.
Minister of Co-operation, Jacinto
Veloso, said that 20 Mozambican relief
drivers had been killed in the last 18
months.

Figures from mid-1988 indicated
that the number of people affected by the
emergency had risen. There were 1,1 million displaced people in the country, a

and the

population of 2,6 million

needed food aid. The number of returnees

would increase in 1989 following

an agreement with
UNHCR and Malawi in December.

signing of

the
the

Mozambique File, No. ISO, January
1989

Transmission lines were sabotaged on
December 30 for the fifth time in two
months

-

the

previous occasions were

on

October 28, November 3, November 15
and December 19.
Noticias 71211989
At least 1 person was

killed and 16 injured following a bandit attack on a train
travelling from SA on the afternoon of
February 5. The attack took place near
Movene, 55 kms northwest of Maputo

City.
Noticias 101211989

Three
dit

women who escaped from bancaptivity said that the bandits have

moved their camp from Matsequenha in
the Namaacha district (near the SA bor-

der) to Catuane in the Matutuine district
(also near the SA border). Bandits
operating in the Manhica area used frequently to come to the camp at Matsequenha to be resupplied.
Noticias 131211989

of armed bandits caused
widespread destruction at the Ilha Josina
A group

Machel in the Manhica district of Maputo

province

on

killed and

a

February 11. 1

person was

militia member

seriously

wounded.
Noticias 181211989
Seven

people were killed and 41 injured during a bandit attack on a train
travelling from SA. The attack took place
near

Movene 55 km north of

Maputo

City.
Noticias 211211989
SA planes were continuing to re-supply bandits at least up until November, according to Moises Maeaxaze, a captured
bandit speaking to "Radio Mozambique".
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Macaxaze said that he

SA

plane resupplying bandits in the Chibuto district
of Gaza province on November 12. The
plane dropped anti-tank and anti-personnel mines, mortars and ammunition.
Macaxaze was captured in Chimoio
during a reconnaissance operation.
These declarations

saw a

consistent with
the increase in armed bandit attacks in
the south. All the acts of sabotage of

from the SA border.
Eleven

were killed and 39
attack against the district

headquarters of Magude in Maputo
on February 16.

province

Noticias 22/2/1989

Two black SADF soldiers
in

bandit attack

Transport Service has re-initiated its service to Gaza suspended for
about a year due to security problems. 32
of the firm’s 50 buses were destroyed by
bandit action. Only 8 are currently opera-

was

tional.

knocked down in about 2 months. He said
the bandits did not have the technical

AIM

Mozambique File, No. 151,

participated

Four months after the

Songo summit,

the eastern Transvaal remains

a

launch-

ing pad for the MNR. That is the only conelusion to be drawn from the testimony of
after

fleeing a bandit attack at MapulanDecember 4. Five weeks later,
at a centre for displaced people at
Xipamanine, some of these people told
AIM about attempts to recruit them for

guene on

the MNR

at

an

pylons by claiming that this

the work of SA deserters.

Marcelino dos Santos accused the
SADF

on January 18 of responsibility for
sabotaging Cahora Bassa powerlines. He
said that more than 600 pylons had been

capacity to carry out such vast destruction

February 1989

Mozambicans who returned from SA

people
an

Cahora Bassa

Oliviera

are

electricity pylons between SA and
Maputo which took place between October and January occurred around 5 kms

wounded in

Noticias 28/2/1989

SADF base at Skukuza.

in

so

short

a

time. Marcelino dos Santos

said

apartheid and fascism only seek
negotiations when they have been
defeated on the battlefield. Electricidate
de Mocambique (EDM) say that a total
of 1 415

pylons had been sabotaged by
Only 11 pylons had been
sabotaged in the period prior to the first
Cahora Bassa agreement in May 1985.
There were 2 major waves of sabotage
31/11/1988.

since

-

in 1984/5; the other in 1988.

one

The 1984 agreement was only to come
into effect once there was one hour of

Chibuto in Gaza

Eduardo Tivane, a 25-year old clerk in the

province last December 12, according to
Moises Macaxaze. During this attack 30
civilians died, and the hospital was

spent 2 days in Skukuza prison, said,

looted. The bandits lost 19 men.
Macaxaze said 5 SA soldiers
3 blacks
and 2 whites were at the base in Gaza at

have lots of armed black Mozambicans

uninterrupted supply on both lines. That
never happened. There were a total of 15
days supply in 1985 on one line. 513
pylons were sabotaged in 1985, and no

there and also South African soldiers".

more

Tivane said everyone in Mapulanguene
knew that when the bandits were attack-

vey in December 1988 showed 671 pylons
had been destroyed north of the Save

ed

River. A later survey showed 200 more
were down in the south of the Save. Thus

a

on

-

-

which he

stationed.

They were
specialists in explosives and their task was
to train bandits to sabotage bridges, railway lines and power lines. One of these
was killed in December. His body was
transported to base by bandits and later
flown
SA

to

was

SA. Macaxaze said he knew of

military personnel operating with

bandits in the districts of Buzi and

Machanga in Sofala province and
Machaze in Manica province.
Noticias 25/2/1989

Armed bandits attacked the Macia disirict

headquarters, 145 km from Maputo,
February 20 killing 20 people. The
bandits attempted further attacks on
February 22 and 23 but were unsuccessful due to prompt action by the security
on

forces.
Noticias 27/2/1989
One hundred and

forty-five bandits
were killed in security force actions in Inhambane province during January and
the first two weeks of February, according to an official communique. 500 bandits infiltrated the province during
January in three groups.

Mapulanguene local administration who
"South Africa is still

supporting the bandits. This centre near Skukuza is big. They

they fled across the border to a base in
SA. Aurelio Lhanguene said a black SA
policeman told him that he had entered
Mozambican territory after a Mozambican airforce attack against a bandit
camp at Ngungue. The policeman spoke
of trade in things that bandits had stolen
in Mozambique, saying it was very cheap
to buy things from the MNR.
This testimony was raised during the
meeting of the JSC held at the Pequenos
Libombos dam site on January 25. Lt.
Gen. A. J. Liebenberg confirmed that the
Skukuza incident had been raised and

promised to investigate it. He also said
the investigation into which forces in SA
were supporting the MNR promised in
November was proceeding and that the

in 1988,

sur-

saboteurs struck down 891 pylons

less than 50 km from the SA border. The 1988 sabotage substantially in-

-

some

creases

the

costs

of

repairing the powerfigures supplied by

lines. On the basis of

EDM, AIM calculates that the cost is
likely to rise from $30 million to $76 million. The SA contribution, originally at
R35 million is

likely to triple. Finance
Italy is likely to have to be twice the
$16 million earlier agreed.
Editorial says: "What the Skukuza affrom

fair, and the

most recent

destruction of

the

that 16 members of the SADF had

electricity pylons running from
Mozambique to South Alrica
show is
that South Africa is not acting firmly upon
President Botha’s promise to President
Chissano in Songo. The testimony of
Mapulanguene residents cannot be dis-

"deserted"

missed

Mozambican authorities had been asked
to

assist. Asked to
to

comment on

reports

work full time for the MNR,

...

as anti-South African
propaganda. Too many Mozambicans, on too many

Liebenberg said, "I do not know of one
soldier who has defected". He appeared
unaware of
Portuguese press reports

occasions, have witnessed

which had tried to absolve the SADF of

African

responsibility for the 1988 sabotage of
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until the end of 1987. An aerial

movements

of

MNR terrorists to and from South

territory along the common borrefugees’ experience and
evidence from recent sabotage of the
der. The

9

pylons have confirmed the widespread
suspicion that parts of the South African
military who have been used in the destabilisation of Mozambique are still active, and that those responsible are as
deaf as ever to South African government

pronouncements of goodwill towards its

neighbours. This is the least that

be
said about the situation. Of course, given
the persistent violations of the Nkomati
Agreement, it is legitimate to argue that
it is not a case of a group of officers
clandestinely
sabotaging
the
government’s foreign policy, but that the
government itself has not shelved its
policy of destabilisation towards Mozambique... With each passing month South
Africa risks becoming engulfed in the
very chaos it has nourished for so long
You cannot set fire to your neighbour’s
can

..

.

house and then

assume

the flames will

blow the other way. Accordingly, South
Africa should be the first to move quick-

ly against this monster. This is the miniAfrica expects

of a government
they are Africans.
South Africa must put an end to this madness now, for the good of southern Africa
and for the good of a post-apartheid
mum

whose members claim

South Africa itself"

Spokesmen for the Mozambican post

dits

was

tinned to

continuing. The bandits conbe supplied with arms and am-

SADF soldiers

were

assist the bandits. Domingos,
who was with the bandits for 11 years, also
said that ivory, precious stones and other
resources were taken by the bandits to SA
and Malawi. "I am certain that the ivory is
taken to that country with the knowledge
of the Malawian government because
police on the border assist the armed bandits to enter their country," he said. He
had knowledge of this because he had
once been stationed at the Borongo base
now destroyed by the FPLM. Malawi
also helped bandits to flee from Mozambican security force action, he said.
Domingos had trained for 14 months in
-

Rhodesia in 1978. He had the rank in the
bandit forces of captain.
Noticias 8/311989
A document

as a

direct

produced by UNICEF

or

indirect consequence

of destabilisation carried

by South
Africa’s armed bandits. The two parties
have just concluded a meeting to analyse
the position of children and cooperation
over the five-year period 1990/5. The
out

bique from abroad via SA are systematically opened in SA and their contents frequently stolen. In 1988, 168 sacks were
violated. Twenty-two contained mail
originating in SA; the rest was from third
countries travelling via SA. The 97 sacks
were

all violated. About 100

war

of every 1

000 children died
during the first year of their lives. A later
study indicates that the rate has risen to
between 325 and 375 per 1000. Only 30%
out

(giving details of
the SA postal
authorities but no reply was received. In
some cases seals appear to be intact, but
packages inside have been tampered

of the

violations)

health services. Government

with. Postal officials believe SA intel-

rendered

ligence services might be involved. Those
responsible certainly have access to
specialised postal materials and are thus
unlikely to be ordinary thieves.

were

population currently has access to
plans to expand the service have been frustrated by

bandit action. Between 1982 and 1987,
822 health posts were destroyed or

inoperative. Only 567 of these
to be recuperated. The
coverage by health workers also declined
from 25 400 per health worker in 1982 to

37 000 in 1987. Four million children and

Diogo Domingos,

result of the

as

amnestied

an

exinstructor in

-

heavy arms and chief of personnel at the
bandits’ "base for

general officers" at
province, confirmed
that support from SA for the armed ban¬

Chibabava in Sofala

-

in

vulnerable

position as a
By the end of 1987:
2 629 primary schools had been
closed;

women are

bandit who served

10

able

Noticias 71311989
an

the vie-

itself had led to the deaths of 494 000

"verification bulletins"

were sent to

to

children. UNICEF estimated in 1984 that
200

a

war.

between 440 740 and 500 000

pupils were deprived of the chance
of studying;

affected;

closed af-

fecting 5 000 students;
1 technical school

-

was

closed.

Demographic projections indicate that
displaced persons in neighbouring

of the

countries, 3 302 400 will reach school age

by 1995.
Southscan 8/3/1989
A director of an SA firm being investigated in a corruption inquiry said he had
gathered intelligence for the National Intelligence Service (NiS). Lawrie Painting
of Jalc holdings said that he, Athos
Poulos and managing director, Chris van
Rensburg, had worked for NIS in
Mozambique, Lesotho, Botswana,

Mauritius and the Transkei, Ciskei and

Bophutatswana bantustans as they saw it
foster understanding. Painting said
they had spoken to people whom
politicians and diplomats could not
reach. The firm is being investigated by

to

and the Mozambican government says
that at least 600 000 Mozambicans have

died

secondary schools were closed;
secondary school teachers

36 training colleges were

-

country to

tims of war, 100 00 people died between
1982 and 1984 as a result of drought. The

1988

204

were

infiltrated into the

document said that in addition

by Mozambique in

22

munition from SA and black and white

office have said that mail sent .to Mozam-

of US mail received

-

-

the Harms Commission in connection
with dubious deals in the bantustans.
Noticias 11/3/1989

I

Alison

Rosenberg, Assistant Deputy
Secretary of State for Africa, said that
armed bandits operating in Mozambique
are continuing to receive support from
SA. She

and

said, however, that the

amount

the bandits

supporters

source

of

funding made available to
was unknown. Among the

of the armed bandits

were

Portuguese resident in SA since 1975.

Speaking to the Congressional sub-cornmittee on Foreign Affairs. Alison Rosenberg said that the US had done its best to
publicise its point of view on Mozambique and had indicated its concern to SA.
Noticias 14/3il989
US Assistant

Secretary of State for
speaking to xhtJomal do Brasil, reaffirmed his
government’s repudiation of the armed
African Affairs, Charles Freeman,

bandits

operating in Mozambique, comparing them to the "Khmer Rouge". "They
have already killed more than 100 000
Mozambican civilians in cold blood".

Freeman was returning to the USA after
visiting Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe. South Africa and Cape Verde. He
said that the main objective of his visit had
been to study the terrain to investigate
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whether there

base for

ly espionage equipment to Renamo," but

ideological reasons. Although none
received military training in SA, all said
they knew of other bandits who had been
trained in SA. An Angolan mercenary
said that the first big group to have been
trained in SA was a 230-strong squad

have arrived at the conclusion that "it is in

which had been chosen in 1982. This

their interest to end the guerrilla war".

had himself been recruited

was a

2m

agree-

between

Mozambique and SA
which could lead to peace and which
could be facilitated by the USA. He said,
ment

'The South Africans arm,

train and supp-

He
also said that Washington approves of the
economic policy of the Mozambican
government - "The Mozambican
economic reform is the most radical

un-

derway in the whole world". He said that
the poor state of the economy was not the
fault of the government but of the war.
Referring to reports that businessmen
based in Brazil had supported armed
bandits, Freeman said that countries in
which financiers of Renamo lived had

a

moral

obligation to use political or legal
means to persuade these people to end
this support.

lines 30 km from Ressano Garcia at 18.30
on

Sunday March 12.

Noticias 161311989

Three

people were killed and a bakery
a group of

seriously damaged when

several dozen bandits launched
on

the

to do

combat with the ANC.

an

attack

Noticias 221311989

The

acting commander of Zimbabwe’s
brigade said in Chimoio on March
20 that joint action by Zimbabwean and
Mozambican forces has effectively
paralysed bandit action in the Beira Corridor. He said that the joint forces had
taken various bandit camps and that the
origin of the weaponry captured from the
sixth

bandits led to the conclusion that SA was

evening of March 14 in the vicinity

Noticias 231311989
Three

people were killed and an unkidnapped when a group
of bandits attacked the villa of Magude,
150 km from Maputo City, on March 17.
This was the second time Magude had
known number

been attacked in less than

a

month. The

bandits were forced to withdraw after the
arrival of the

Nhanga battalion,

a

special

of Matola-Rio.

unit trained in Zimbabwe. About 400

Energy cuts resulting from the
sabotage of powerlines on March 12 have

bandits

principally affected the health, education
and bank sectors. However,

all sectors
exception of productive units
with their own generators are being affected to some degree.
with the

Noticias 181311989
A

report written by William Minter for

the Ford Foundation and ASDI,

based on

are

estimated to have par-

ticipated in the attack.
Fifteen civilians
an

attack

on

were

wounded

the residential

zone

recruited by force and kept

in the banthreat of execution. Of the 32
interviewed by Minter, only 3 could be
said to have joined the bandits for
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victim of terrorism, espe-

cially when it was of the particularly brutal kind practised in Mozambique.
Noticias 311311989

President Chissano says

that the posiby the British government
against terrorism in Mozambique shows
an understanding of the nature of armed
banditry. He said Margaret Thatcher had
reaffirmed her willingness to increase
support for Mozambique in its struggle
against terrorism and indicated that it was
absolutely vital that Mozambique defeat
Renamo for its future development. He
said that the British position was not new.
It had been agreed at the meeting in
Nyanga to double the number of Mozambicans being trained by Britain. Instead of
training one company at a time, the
tion taken

of the

Maragra sugar plantation in Maputo
province on March 19. Two bandits were
killed. On February 3, 27 people were
killed and 40 kidnapped during an attack
on Maragra.

now

train two.

agreed to channel more
support to the Limpopo corridor. Britain
also announced it would

provide £10 mil-

lion for balance of payments support and
£3 million to support programmes to re-

integrate displaced

persons. In addition
that it would

Noticias 281311989

Britain would

Article

supply 15 000 tonnes of cereals at the
emergence donors’ conference in New

Malan, says that the name of Christian

dit ranks by

was a

Britain had also

violence

are

while it

British instructors would

about the Vermaas

recruit, exercise control and obtain food
supplies. He concludes that most bandits

Speaking during her visit to the Nyanmilitary base in Zimbabwe, where
British officers are training Mozambican
troops, Margaret Thatcher described
Renamo as a "terrorist organisation". She
said that no country could develop itself

during

interviews with 32 former bandits, coneludes that the armed bandits depend on

against the local population to

BBC World Service News 8 p.m.

291311989
ga

continuing to arm them.

Electricity supplies to Maputo have
been affected by the sabotage of powerhours

man

by the SADF
in Namibia and became part of No. 5
Recce. He was part of a special imit sent

Military Intelligence to collect intelligence in the countries it operated in. A
Brigadier M. J. Deyzel of the SADF was
involved in this. Deyzel later resigned
from the SADF after being found to be
involved in accepting holidays, a beach
house and other gifts from Jalc.

van

by Maria de Lourdes Torcato
enquiry and Magnus

Rensberg, of Jalc Holdings, who ad-

announce

York.
Two Italian missionaries

were

killed by

mitted that he worked for NIS and

armed bandits at their residences in In-

Military Intelligence in Mozambique,
among other regional states, was well
known to Mozambican security. In October 1986, Jalc accepted a proposal from

hassuhge in Zambezia province on Easter
Sunday (26th March) Two other Italian
missionaries have disappeared. •
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THE STATE AND CONSTITUTIONALISM

Re-conceptualising Constitutionalism in
Africa
ISSCL

Shivji

Professor of Law at the University of Dar-es-Salaam

The

following three articles are based on papers delivered at the African Regional Institute
Comparative Constitutionalism held in Harare, May 22-25, 1989
The upsurge

in the current debate
democracy is just beginning
to be reflected in the legal
discipline under the rubric

on

Sudan

to

South Africa. Not only that. I

Africa. The debates

-

Most

at

the

independent
adopted

liberal-democratic constitutions on the morrow
of

independence. But

very quickly these were
eroded. Through amend-

popular-

are

new,

African states

tradictory perspectives on
democracy - broadly
categorised as liberaldemocratic and

be

medicine is NOT.

of constitutionalism. Con-

democratic

may

on

least

ments, modifications or
overthrow, African con-

being posed in other social
sciences. Not so in the legal
world. Among African conslitutional lawyers the

stitutions

to

came

cor-

respond to the overall
and
despotic
authoritarian legal order,

tive

liberal-democratic perspecon constitutionalism

which

reigns supreme.

colonialism. In many

The aim of my

keynote
is to bring contradictory class perspectives on
democracy to bear upon the
of

inherited from

ways it was reinforced
under neo-colonialism

paper

question

was

There would
be

a

probably

broad agreement on

con-

the characterisation of

stitutionalism. It is submitted that constitutional is-

the African state and

sues

and

concerns

be recast within

a

legal

need to
different

model

building. Rather alternative conceptualisation should itself be a part of
the process of struggle. It should reflect
and build upon the actual struggles on the
continent

over

the last three decades.

to me that such a project is
important today when African
inteUectuals and intellectual-lawyers in
particular - are involved in debates on
various constitutional dispensations from

It

seems

even more

-
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as

characteristics 1 have

conceptual framework of
Pic. Biddy Partridge
Exercising the right to self-determination
constitutionalism guided by
a
new
or
popularbelieve the discussion on the alternative
democratic perspective. This need not be
perspective has to be raised because the the overt use
in the fashion of alternative-academic-

order

authoritarian. Some of its

liberal-democratic

hegemonic place

one
-

so

intellectuals

grating it uncritically

occupies such a
hegemonic that

seem to
-

be regur-

lock, stock and

structural and

outlined in the paper. 1
need not repeat them
aloud! Suffice

of

state

to

say

ideological mediations, is

distinguishing mark - if you like - of an
authoritarian state. All law is ultimately
^n expression of state force. But in the
a

authoritarian legal order force is

barrel.
‘modernisation’ is

coming back
in the new garb of‘economy of affection’,
liberalisation ‘active markets’ etc so
liberal-democratic constitutionalism is

^eing offered

as

if it was a newly-found
political ailments of

that

coercion, without

ap-

^^e surface of law. It is not
niasked or clothed or mediated through

ideology. For legal ideology, by and large,
hegemonic significance

Africa. The African ruling class, if you

medicine for the
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like, does not

possess the ‘juridical world
developed bourgeoisie.
Now this is not simply because the
African bourgeoisie is a ‘young’ hourgeoisie - as a ‘stagist’ or ‘linear’ perspec-

nationality oppression. National

tive would have us believe. It is so because

sion and

the African

-

outlook’ of a

ruling class is essentially a
compradorial class. It is allied with imperialism and reproduces itself in the
shadow of imperialism.
Thus, it seems to me, any discussion of
democracy and constitutionalism in
Africa cannot but have imperialism as its
point of departure. This is central to the
popular-democratic as opposed to
liberal-democratic perspective.
In reconceptualising constitutionalism
in Africa,

ing states. It can hardly be denied that inequality and discrimination of
nationalities exist in many African
countries and

so

does national

and

oppres-

nationality struggles are mainly
although not exclusively - the expression of unequal and uneven regional
development left by colonialism which
the neo-colonial states have failed to
redress. Indeed in many cases, African

rulers have tried to perpetuate their rule
on the basis of a narrow
ethnic/nationality

political base. As a matter of fact, any
mention of the nationality question is fiercely condemned as secessionist,
‘tribalist’, against national unity and so

therefore, we need to be constantly guided by the perspective of na-

on.

tional liberation

the authoritarian character of the African

-

and democratic strug-

gle in all its forms and facets as part of the
process of anti-imperialist struggle.
Now let me quickly recapitulate the experiences of struggles of the last three
decades in post-independent Africa, in
the light of which we can then attempt to
reconceptualise ‘constitutionalism’.
The National

Question

Firstly, national struggles and selfdetermination. The current economic
crisis has dramatically demonstrated the
limitations of the

political independence

that African countries attained in the sixties.

African

I believe this is
state.

Just

profound reflection of

It is authoritarian all

as

citizens

democracy
are

a

so

as

along the line.

individuals

nationalities

denied democratic

as

are

denied

collectives

treatment

-

i.e.

equality and non-discrimination.
Now, I am not unaware that nationality
struggles can play into the hands of reactionary forces. Like every democratic
question, the nationality question too has
a
contradictory character. What I am arguing though, is that it is precisely the oppression of nationalities which creates the
potential soil for reactionary forces to use
it in their

own

interest.

It is

have been

subjected to
naked political manipulation and their
political sovereignty has had little
respect. Ruling classes in Africa have
openly allied with or succumbed to imperialism. In short, natiönal struggles
continue to be the principal question in
Africa. And therefore the ‘right to selfstates

significant that African constitudo not recognize
nationality rights. Where they address the
question at all, they demonstrate strong
assimiliationist tendencies. In practice,
this means domination and oppression of
particular nationalities by others.
tions,

even on paper,

Democratic Governance
Next is the issue of democratic governance. Here I confine myself to the or-

practice and the
ideology, this right is truncated
and restricted to only one aspect of the
national question, i.e. to the right of a
colonial country or colonised people to
independence. And once a colonised
country has attained independence,
presumably the right to self-determina-

ganisation of the state organs inter se. In
the western parliamentary form, the principle of separation of powers relates to
the organisation of the central state while
the state relates to society qua

to

be

a

right.
But in African state

dominant

tion is exhausted.
Yet Africa has seen and continues to
witness massive national and nationality

struggles within the boundaries of exist¬
SAPEMJUNE, 1989

their

own

have been of

democratic forms of the future and

cer-

tainly a practical comment on the inadequacy of the western parliamentary form.
There

are

certain

common

features of

these organs

which may be noted. Firstly,
they come about as a result of the initiatives from below. Secondly, they reflect
the yearning for direct democracy as opposed to some remote, representative
form. Thirdly, they emerge at work
places, residences, villages and schools
(South Africa’s school committees and
student representative councils are
remarkable), i.e. at levels where people
actually live and work. Fourthly, their organising principle is exactly opposite of
that denoted by separation of powers.
They are executive, legislative and judicial at the same time. Organs of justice popular courts and tribunals, etc. - invariably accompany formations of such
committees. Fifthly, they establish constant accountability to the people, negatively by showing distrust in periodic elections, political parties, etc., and positively by incorporating principles of recall in
some or

other form.

Now of
variations

course

a

lot of institutional

possible. But the point is
they reveal a different organising
principle of the state apparatus inter se
are

that

and the relation between the state and
civil society than that represented by the

liberal democratic model. The crux of this

central

determination’ continues

democratic forms. These
fundamentally different
types: street committees of South Africa,
resistance committees of Uganda,
defence committees of Ghana, etc. Undoubtedly, these have had temporary existence and have been eventually crushed
or co-opted by central state structures.
But they are a kind of pointer of new
up

autonomous

individuals/citizens.

This particular form has of course been
the

point of reference for democracy in
as we noted earlier, this form
has proved a failure. On the other hand,
during times of crisis and revolutionary
moments, popular struggles have thrown
Africa. And

principle is that political power is organised from the base to the centre rather
than the opposite. And secondly, the state
relates to the civil society not so much
through the medium of the erstwhile
autonomous individual but through organised social entities located at the level
where material means of living are actually produced and reproduced.
Autonomous

Organisations

Thirdly, there is the question of
civil organisations. The
African experience - now very well docuautonomous
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mented

-

is that the state destroys, sup-

and co-opts independent organisations of ‘civil society’. Some have
even argued whether we can tedk at all
about ‘civil society in Africa. It seems to
me it is precisely the suppression of the
organisational capacity of the people that
presses

has made them so vulnerable to

despotism.
So the right to organise undoubtedly
constitutes an important and a significant
democratic expression.
That brings me to the reconceptualisation of constitutionalism. In the paper, I
propose structuring the concept of constitutionalism around four major foundations or using the discourse of rights around four composite rights: right of
peoples and nations to self-determination; right to democratic governance;
right to organise; and right to the integrity
-

of the person.
AU the four rights are composite names
of several other traditionally recognized

rights. But I emphasise the centrality of
collective rights. Incidentally, collective
and individual rights are not mutually exelusive

-

rights in
person’.

account

my

is taken of individual

‘right to the integrity of the

Right to Self-determination
As for the

‘right to self-determination’,
I see it as it a continuous right which can
be evoked at any time. It is continuous
both in its ‘external’

as

well

as

‘internal’

aspects. Thus independence from
colonialism does not exhaust the right for
it does not mean liberation from im-

perialism. I thus propose a comprehensive formulation of this right as follows:

(f) right of all peoples to determine
democratically their own socio-economic
and

political system of governance and

government.
Secondary

or

Derivative Elements

(a) right ofall peoples to seek assistance
from other peoples in their stmggle for selfdetermination;

(b) principle of state sovereignty, terintegrity and non-intervention by

ritorial

one state

in the internal affairs of another

state.

In the

typical African state practice, it

is the secondary elements which are
dominant and overriding while almost ex-

emphasis is placed on only (b) in
elements.
This right must be translated into con-

elusive

the principal
stitutional

norms on

the domestic

plane.

simply remain a principle
of international relations. In the paper I

Thus it does not

constitutional
ing from this right as:

suggest some

norms

flow-

(a) the state is obliged to constmet a na-

tionally independent economy;
(b) it shall riot compromise, eitherpolitically or economically, its national, political and economic, sovereignty and independence in relation to other states and intematinal organisations (without prejudice
to the right of nations and nationalities
within its own borders) to the detriment of
its people; and
(c) the state is prohibited from enter-

ing into military and economic relations
which are fundamentally, or are likely to
be, contrary to the interests of constructing an independent national economy, or
in any way, may compromise the
democratic political structures of'the

Principal Elements

country.

(a) equality of alljreoples and nations;
(b) right of colonised people to independence and formation of their own
sovereign states;
(c) right of oppressed nations to self-

Together with the recognition of the
right to self-determination should go certain obligations on the part of the state for
affinnative action to redress uneven and
unequal development which provides the
soil for national and nationality griev^m-

determination up to and including the right
to

secession;

(d) right of all peoples, nations,
nationalities, national groups and
minorities to

freely pursue and develop
their culture, traditions, religion and Ianguage;

(e) freedom of all peoples from alien

subjugation, domination and exploitation;
14
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and discrimination.

Right to Democratic Governance
As for the

right to democratic governance, I suggest in the paper some institutional forms of the formation of state
gans

or-

from the base upwards. However, it

is not necessary to chart out exact institutional contours. What is important is to

emphasize the organising principles:

popular assemblies at the work places;
popular elections to these assemblies and
the right to recall; accountability and formation of state organs at the centre from
these popular organs, etc. Within
democratic governance, two other rights
have to be constitutionally entrenched.
These are: right to information and right
to address petitions, complain against,
and demand explanations from relevant
organs of the state and officials for
neglect of duty or transgressions of law.
This right is indepjendent of the right to
enforce one’s tortious claim against state
organs for personal injury or less.
The right to information or the right to
know is of a very wide purport but ineludes the right to demand and receive information from state organs on matters of
concern to citizens. The scope of this
right has been increasingly broadened
and government secrecy, the standard
ploy of the state to keep the citizenry igof state affairs, has been severely
attacked. In an important judgement
norant

(Gupta V. Union of India, A.I.R. 1982 S.C.
149) the Supreme Court of India made
some very poignant remarks directly
relevant to the African situation.
that the

Arguing

‘concept of an open government

is the direct emanation from the right to
know which seems to be implicit in the

right of free speech’, Bhagwati, L. J., observed:

Now, if secrecy were to be obsen'ed
in the functioning ofgovernment and

the process

ofgovernment were to be
kept hidden from public semtiny, it
would tend

promote and enoppression, corruption and
misuse or abuse of authority, for it
would all be shrouded in the veil of
secrecy without any public accountability.
to

courage

Right to Organise
‘Right to organise’, as I said earlier, 1
consider to be a central right, for even the

rights to life and liberty mean little
right to organise. In African
constitutions, the ‘right to organise’ suffers from debilitating qualifications thus
rendering it virtually worthless. In the
paper I suggest the following broad formulation of the right to organise.

without the
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(a) It it is an inalienable collective right
ofthe people and social groups to organise
freely for ideological, religious, political,

right the right to basic needs for
decent human existence. Thus we do not
draw a distinction between the so-called

economic, labour, social, cultural, sports,

socio-economic

or

(d)The

other purposes.

(b) Its exercise shall not be interfered
with in any way or form by the state or any
other public authority save on grounds of
immediate danger to public health or
morality.
(c) It shall not be derogable except in circumstances provided for by law and necessary in a democratic society in cases of
present and imminent danger to the nation
and its independence.
right to organise includes and extends to the right to resist oppression,
authoritarianism and any other undemocratic practices.

Right to the Integrity and Security of
the Person

This right is meant to include what are
traditionally and in the UN instruments
considered ‘fundamental rights and
freedoms’. Two broad categories of rights
are included under this:
right to life and
right to liberty. Under the right to life are
included all the traditionally recognized
rights including freedom from torture
and cruel or degrading punishment;
freedom from slavery, servitude and
forced labour, etc. Besides, we include in

I

this

rights and civil/political
rights. Rather the right to life is seen as an
integral right to live as a wholesome
human being. Recently the Indian
Supreme Court has interpreted the ‘right
to life’ to include a ‘right to livelihood’.
Right to personal liberty again includes
all the traditional rights including procedural rights to a fair trial; freedom from
arbitrary arrest, detention and other
forms of incarceration, etc.
One right that is not considered fundamental is the

right to private property.
Its international prestige has been eroded
since the Russian Revolution and while it
found a place in the Universal Declara-

tion, various UN instruments since have
minimised its importance and centrality.
Even the European Convention mentions
it only in passing in a protocol. Thus it
need not be part of the foundations of
constitutionalism in Africa. Even the
most liberal American style Nigerian constitution of 1979 did not give it a status of
a

fundamental

or

absolute

right.

Lastly, it is proposed that the right of
an individual or collective to
proceed
against the government, its organs and officials for compensation for personal injuries, loss or any other damage has to be

constitutionally provided for, as is done in
some

‘socialist’ constitutions.

Finally, a question could be raised.
Why all this fuss about reconceptualisation of ‘constitutionalism’ when we very
well know that a beautiful constitution
exist side

by side with ugly repression
oppression? That is true. But what is
important -1 am suggesting - is the quescan

and

tion; how did the beautiful constitution
come about? It has much less
significance
if it came about as a result of initiatives
from above than if it
result of

came

struggles and

about

pressures

as a

from

below.
I do not

tion

see

the task of reconceptualisa-

technocratic-lawyer’s job of
refining constitutional norms and standas

a

ards. Rather, I see its significance in
providing a standard-bearer or
guidelines for mobilising and legitimising
the struggles of the working people. I
believe that is significant - I also believe
it is significant that the ideologies of
domination, in whatever sphere, must not
be allowed to attain hegemony or their
hegemonies must be constantly challenged. Therefore, one must be able to
provide alternative conceptions from the
standpoint of the working people
In itself such a project has only limited
significance; coupled with social/practical struggles, it is indispensable. •

Movements for National

Liberation and Constitutionalism
in Southern Africa
I

'

Ibbo Mandaza
Perspectives

on

SAPEM Editor-in-CMef

Armed Struggle and

Constitutionalism

Namibia and South Africa. Yet the Lancaster House Constitution of 1979 was a

"compromise" which

Zimbabwe’s experience in the transition from colonial rule to national inde-

when it

pendence is being hailed in many
quarters today as an obvious model for

waned and
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was

1970s

was

least expected

achieved. For, from the mid-

onwards, constitutionalism had
virtually receded into the
background against the new thrust of the

armed struggle as a process leading to total
liberation: the annihilation of the colonial

state; the establishment of

people’s
and the birth of a socialist state; no
compromise but only total victory for the
forces of liberation! In short, anned stnigpower
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gle
to

was viewed not only as an alternative
constitutionalism, but as its antithesis;

the two

were

situation; and the imperialists (Britain

incompatible!

and its ally,

The Zimbabwe Model

On closer

examination, it has to be

ac-

knowledged that the so-called Zimbabwe
model is

no

model at all. The factors lead-

ing to the Lancaster House Constitutional
Conference on Zimbabwe, the conduct of
the Conference

emerge as the legitimate African
nationalist leadership in the Zimbabwe

itself, the various conces-

sions that the

guerrilla representatives
had to make, and the outcome which is
the basis of the Agreement: all tended to
reflect a result less than that which might
have been expected of a national liberation movement had it won an outright vietory on the battlefield.
In general, all forces and parties in-

volved in the Zimbabwean débäcle

were

the U.S.), because this offered

the most favourable opportunity to get all
concerned to accept a compromise, the

elements of which had, since the genesis
of the Anglo-American proposals in

for the reality

doubt,

many an

African nationalist felt

uncomfortable about both the

course

and

of the conference; and Robert

outcome

Mugabe himself would express disquiet
and anxiety at the dangers inherent in the
entire affair:

Yes,

even as

/ signed the document,

ANNOUNCEMENT

AAASSIVE WIN FOR MUGABE
k to
to ■iwto

UMi {m to
totoa. Vto to

w

r

injury, the future government of
the
pensions of Rhodesian civil servants and
to guarantee citizenship to all white resiZimbabwe would have to guarantee

<ato

Tm jubilant

fcii
a

tl

Muflob* call*
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Wi0.

largely intact,
would ensure
that the guerrillas would not pose a
threat: accordingly the PF’s 35,000 guerrillas were to be isolated at assembly
points scattered around the country. A
British governor would represent the
return of British rule for a brief period, to
ensure that a suitable and acceptable
black government came to power. In turn,
the British governor would make sure
that the state machinery - the army, the
police, the prisons, the public service, the
air force, the judiciary, etc.- remained in
white hands throughout the transition
period. Britain was back in control of its
colony, backed by a white settler colonial
state apparatus, and with the help of a

suit to

«1-^
•

ktoto—rfniiiiali»

E¥ni

struggle.

Commonwealth force of 1,200 men and
about 500 British policemen. To add in-

M

toto»i« n

of the armed

trary, this was to remain
The cease-fire agreement

CAIX TO GOVERmtENT HOUSE AFTER ELECTION

I

course

attribute blame to anyone

of the Lancaster House Conference. No

tw—iftwtin TV*

nr aruHv

stituted a substantial set-back for the
Patriotic Front, at least in terms of the
broad objectives that the national liberation movement had set for itself in the

First, the white settler colonial state
was not to be dismantled. On the con-

NOON
EDITION

go

The Lancaster House Agreement con-

1976, been on the table.
In fact, it would be quite ahistorical to

The

I HJEcnoN; I 57 seats

in London that this was the final
chance. It was a point of no return,
tourage

dents.
was now deprived of
possibility of winning undiluted and
total political power, as would be expected in a decolonisation process. The

Second, the PF

BISHOP SHOCKICl)

skomo accepts
the outcome

AfW TOZZmi

.

1^ to Wm fiÄ Si

the

_ _

i#l

whites would retain 20 reserved seats in

a

parliament with 100 seats: a notable vie(of less than 250,000) that
had, for ninety years denied the African
population (about 7 million in 1980) access to political power.
tory for a group

sorely in need of a settlement: the SmithMuzorewa group, because they could not
stop a war that might soon engulf them;
South Africa, because it could not continue to support the Rhodesian war in-

definitely and therefore welcomed a
chance that might just legitimize the internal settlement and thereby hopefully
also buy time for apartheid; the Patriotic
Front, because, as has already been explained, it had not as yet completely won
the war against the Smith-Muzorewa
regime and therefore needed at least this
opportunity to isolate the latter and
16
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was not a

happy man at all. I felt we

had been cheated to

that

had

some

extent...

deal which
us of the
victory we had hoped to have
achieved in the field.
we

would to

But

so

agreed to

some extent

a

rob

opportune for the imperialist

strategy was the Lancaster House Conference that none of the actors and forces
dared let it fail. Even before the

ference resumed in
clear

to

September, it

the PF leaders and their

con-

was
en-

Third, the socio-economic structures
would remain intact: the Bill of Rights ensured this with the

(Lancaster House)

constitution’s section

on

‘Freedom from

Deprivation of Property’. There was to be
a ten-year guarantee on the inviolability
of private property. But of particular significance

was

that the land issue

remained unresolved. It

ran counter to

ZANU’s

programme

revolutionary

of

agrarian reform.
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The

promise of massive aid from

Britain and the US became an additional
factor in ensuring not only that the Lancaster

House

Agreement itself would
seek to entrench capitalism in Zimbabwe,
but also that the country should remain
firmly in the Western sphere of influence.
The Balance of Forces

and military intelligence. The PF’s suggestion that a UN (or Commonwealth)
force of 10,000 military personnel should

-

supervise the cease-fire

very purpose

based

on

may

have been

the realisation of their vul-

nerability during this period,

policemen and the

Protesting against British interference
The almost
vis-å-vis these
can

abject weakness of the PF
imperialist manoeuvres

be discerned from the

extent to

which

their

objections to most of these
proposals fell on deaf ears. The PF was
inherently vulnerable to the cease-fire
and electoral arrangements; and more

specifically, the two attempts on Robert
Mugabe’s life on 6 and 10 February 1980
just the more serious illustrations of
physical danger that faced those who
had played key parts in the struggle for
were

the

liberation. To make matters worse, the
assembly places to which the guerrillas
were to be confined were themselves
part
of a South African plan that had been

developed together with the Rhodesian
Central Intelligence Organisation (CIO)
SAPEMJUNE, 1989

Commonwealth
on

Monitoring Force. The
rely for its safety and

the Zimbabwean

masses.

The Lancaster House Agreement also
included in its package the question of a

general election that all parties
to contest.

who

The emissaries and

were

free

delegates

from inside Zimbabwe to the
conference assured the PF leadership
came

that there

continued, until the

eve of the election
results, to believe that the UANC would
win; and that if it did not win a majority.

Pic. Paul

PF would have to

survival

victory, Carrington explained that the
of the Conference had been
to prevent such an outcome,
Both the British and South Africans

This request was turned down by the
British, in favour of a more modest number of 500 British

caster House Conference might be tantamount to a PF - in particular a ZANU

good chance that it would
elections, though the ZANU
members were wont to emphasize that
such a victory was certain if ZANU stood
alone, without its PF partner ZAPU. Not
only Bishop Abel Muzorewa himself but
was a

win such

also the British and the South Africans
believed the UANC would win. Allaying
Smith’s fears that the outcome of the Lan-

WeinberglAfrapix

there

was a

chance of

a

coalition

-

that

might involve ZAPU - against ZANU.
They hoped that ZANU would not win
such a majority as to render all other parties small minorities. It was expected that
the whites would naturally support such a
coalition.
The

optimistic expectations that the
respective groups had about the elections
were certainly a factor in
facilitating and
expediting the Lancaster House Agreement. To some extent, this tended to
allay
anxiety among the respective groups
about the full import of the Agreement itself At best, the PF hoped that their suecess

in the elections would settle at least
of the more unacceptable aspects of

some

the Agreement. The

major

concern

of all

17

those involved

was

less about the

nature

of the Agreement they had just signed
than about who would win political power
the

general election.
hopes and expectations of returning home and winning the elections
created its own momentum among all
at

The

concerned. This meant that all would try
to work towards a successful conclusion
of the Lancaster House Agreement.

No

doubt, prior knowledge that the Patriotic
Front

and in

particular ZANU (PF) might have led to
organised attempts, by an alliance
-

would win the elections
more

of British, South African and white
Rhodesian forces, to prevent such an outcome.

Similarly, it would have been

foolish for the Patriotic Front

-

and

ZANU

(PF) in particular - to sit back and
accept a victory by groups that least
deserved it in terms of the

war

effort. As

it was, the result of the general election
was a clear reflection of both the relation
of forces and the

popularity (or the lack
it) of the respective parties; ZANU
(PF) won a majority with 57 seats
(62,992% of the poll); ZAPU 20 seats
(24,113%); and Muzorewa’s UANC 3
seats (8,227%). The other parties won
nothing; while Smith’s Rhodesian Front
of

took all 20 white seats. An estimated

93,6% of those Africans eligible to vote
did

so.

those who suffered and died in the

Transfer of Power

There would appear to

be nothing
peculiar or unique about the manner in
which transfer of power was effected in
Zimbabwe. African countries have had
their version of Lancaster House Constitutional Conferences. It is also true that
the constitutions

on

the basis of which

African countries attained

political independence were not without some compromise of one kind or another. After all,
having to negotiate your freedom with
your coloniser implies a compromise of a
very profound nature. The point, perhaps, is that the compromises which the
Zimbabwean comrades had to make at
the Lancaster House Constitutional
Talks in 1979 appear more glaring if only
because most political observers had
learnt

believe in the /ogzc

of the
given to
total victory, without any "compromises",
let alone negotiations of any kind. Indeed
the armed struggle is quite unique to
to

protracted armed stmggle,

those colonies
states

-

as one

the white settler colonial

of Southern Africa

-

in which

con-

ventional decolonisation had

initially faltered in the face of white settler opposition to Black Majority Rule.
There is the obvious temptation to conelude that, notwithstanding the immense

process, armed struggle was no more than
just another means towards the same end.
In the final analysis, armed stmggle ends
up in the conventional and constitutional
transfer of power, in compromise! At

least these

are

the indications when

one

examines the Southern African terrain of

the last

two

decades; and when

we

have

acknowledged that the current and
dominant trend in international and

(Southern African) regional politics is
a negotiated settlement - on the

towards

Zimbabwe model

in both Namibia and

-

South Africa. If this is

a correct

charac-

terisation of the historical process, would
it be logical to conclude that the period of
the armed

struggle was only a temporary
phase, politically expedient in the circumstances, in the form of constitutional
agreements between the African
Nationalists and their colonial masters?
Can

we

armed

also conclude that in

essence

the

stmggle has been hegemonized in

the overall thrust of
Southern

imperialist design in

Africa, with the National

Liberation Movements themselves
within that

falling

hegemony?

African Nationalist

Ideology: An

Underlying Faith in Constitutionalism
These

are some

of the

questions that

virtues of such human sacrifice and the

we

genuine commitment to it

the current situation in Namibia and

on

the part of

seek

to answer

in this brief

South Africa. But here

analysis of

brief

exposé of
origins and development of African
Nationalism might assist us towards an
understanding of the subject of cona

the

stitutionalism in Africa. However,

should be

it

emphasized throughout that

constitutionalism has to be understood in

the context of power

relations: the resolu-

tion of the colonial situation in the attainment

of national

state

and

colonial

independence; and the
nation-building in the post-

era.

African nationalism has its roots in the
century-old ideology of white supremacy,
the

indignities of slavery and colonialist
oppression and exploitation; and it continues to survive in the apparent coincidence between the dominance of the
northern

hemisphere and the deprivation

of the dark races, in the division of the
world into whites and blacks; in the sur-

vival of racism
British Police
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monitoring the 1980 eiections

Pic. Paul

WeinberglAfrapix

as

nationalism is the

an

ideology. African

indispensable force in
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the movement for national

liberation; and

yet it is also the basis for the

neo-

colonialism

by which the masses are
betrayed. But, African nationalism is essentially the ideology of the African pettybourgeoisie, originating in the denial to
the African middle

class, nurtured in the

educational and cultural environment of
the colonialists themselves, of a proper
share in the economic, social and political privileges enjoyed by the colonialists.
Because

they had been relegated to the
same political and socio-cultural status as
the mass of African peasants and
workers, the political emergence of the
African petit-bourgeoisie as a force
capable of mobilising the African masses
and confronting imperialism and
colonialism, constituted the
tant

most

impor-

contradiction of colonial rule. Thus

the African
created
most

petit-bourgeoisie which was
by imperialism developed into its

formidable enemy.

In other

words, the anti-colonial strug-

gle does not end with the removal of the
colonial power. Fanon was well aware of
the role of the "national middle class
which takes

over power at the end of the
regime". But it is significant that
it was from the perspective of the African
nationalist petit-bourgeoisie that
nationalist ideology (both in the context
of particular nations and in that of the
Third World as a whole) arose out of the
colonised people’s experience, in conCrete terms, of the imperialist
ideology of
white supremacy. Imperialism was based
on a compartmentalization of the world
into "civilised" Europeans/Whites on the
one hand and
"uncivilised’Vsavage

colonial

Africans

or

"Blacks"

on

the other. No

African could escape this compartmenand no matter how "civilised"

talization

-

he became

criteria

according to the "master’s'
he remained ju.st a "civilised na-

-

-

tive" and could
status as

never

the coloniser.

concrete

enjoy the same
Irrespective of its

manifestation in different

societies, the main characteristic of white
racial supremacy was oppression of the
colonised. The European in the colony
regarded himself as superior, separate
and distinct from the dark

race

in every

aspect of life. It is this largest common
denominator in the combined experience
the part of former colonies at the
hands of imperialism - which is the prin¬
on
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cipal contradiction between imperialism
that provides the
very basis of mobilisation for the attempts
to overthrow imperialism.
Increasingly, the anti-imperialist
strategy has followed along the lines of
patriotic elements among all classes of
colonised peoples joining forces - Communists and other Marxists viewing the
joint strategy as an essential first step in a
fairly long process of forging revolutionary struggle with the goal of bringing into
being a socialist state; and African
nationalists (and Pan Africanists) who
regarded all whites - including the white
proletariat of Europe - as belonging to
one camp and viewed "Black
Majority
Rule" (or, in the case of Pan Africanism,
a
single African state) as the ultimate goal
of the struggle. We are mainly concerned
and the Third World

-

here with the African nationalist position.
The first

major point to be made is that

ploitation of the masses would be difficult
without exposing their own class position
in relation to the African masses.

Thirdly, African nationalism, in
mon

com-

with nationalism elsewhere in the

world, has
African
before

a tendency to romanticise the
society as cohesive at all times imperialist penetration, during

colonialist rule and after the removal of
the colonial master on the attainment of

political independence. Ideas of "African
Socialism" and the belief that the African

society was essentially a classless one flow
of this world view. The description of
colonial society as being composed of two
separate and distinct societies - coloniser
and colonised
interacting only at the
market place, is correct only at the parout

-

ticular

moment of initial contact between
eoloniser and colonised in the historical

development of that colonial society; for,

white racism took its most acute form in
relation to the African people. It is

the nature of the contact between the
coloniser and the colonised did not
remain static over time. It was a relation-

natural that the response to white racism
should have been more acute in Africa
than anywhere else in the Third World.

ship which developed a dynamic of its
own and a
complexity which some
sociologists have attempted to concep-

Henee African nationalism. Pan
Africanism and Black Consciousness are

Colonialism

all sustained

by the dominance and

sislence of a

pervirulent form of white racism

in Southern

Africa, especially since the

attainment of independence by most
African countries.
The second

point is that African
strength and
popularity among Africans from its cultural self-assertions: as a reply to the culnationalism derives its

tural and racial assault and domination

the part

of colonialists and white
restore the people’s
dignity and self-respect. In fact, it is racial
oppression and all the indignities that go
with it, that provides the most visible and
deeply felt sense of liberation when the
entire imperialist and colonialist exploitative machinery departs from the
on

racists;

scene,

as a

often

drive to

even to

the extent of

over-

shadowing actual economic exploitation
which is

a

coordinate of racial oppres-

sion. The African nationalist

petit-bourgeoisie finds it easier to mobilise the masses effectively on the basis of the racial or
cultural aspects of imperialist and
colonialist

domination.

nationalist leaders

are

well

African
aware

that

focusing upon the economic (or class) ex¬

tualise

as

the "colonial situation".
the

economic, political, social and cultural domination of the
meant

colonised. But in Southern Africa

-

par-

ticularly South Africa and Southern
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe it involved a rapid
disruption of the African redistributive
economies through a variety of
meehanisms (forced labour, hut tax, land
expropriation, deliberate undermining of
the peasantry’s productivity, consequent
proletarianisation, etc.) designed to extract the maximum surplus value from
cheap African labour and to draw the
mziximum profit from imperialism as the
main enemy of the colonised.
-

African Nationalism and Liberalism
In

much

secondary contradicexist - that between white
settler racists and liberal imperialists, the
African nationalists regarded the latter
not as part of imperialism but as a friend
or ally with the power and
willingness to
confront the white settler and bring iiTdependence to the colonised. Liberalism’s
emphasis on the mystique of equal opportunities for all as the dynamo of a just
capitalist society, lies at the root of the
as

as a

tion appears to

African nationalist

petit-bourgeoisie’s
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reluctance to attribute the economic

(and

liality of its judiciary" which "never fail to

political) deprivation of the African masses to specific analysis and a tendency to
regard the presence of the white settlers

admiration." Ndabaningi
Sithole, one of the founders and former
leader of ZANU, is unambiguous in his
blind admiration for western imperialism
and institutions and his blind antipathy to

and colonialists

as

obstacles to all

Africans getting wealthy!

The dominance
and penetration of the capitalist ideology
and liberalism has been so complete
under colonialism that instead of

developing class antagonism towards the
more

affluent classes, the African

workers and peasants often admire them
while hoping that they too would perhaps

a bit of luck
lot of hard work! The extent to

enjoy similar affluence with
and

a

arouse

my

"Communism".
What needs to be

emphasized here,

therefore, is that the African nationalist
petit-bourgeois class which remains the

product of the colonial system and is the
class that begins and leads the anticolonial struggle - is itself imbued with
liberalism (or liberal democracy). In its
agitation for political independence this

which liberalism governs the expression
of the African nationalist ideology is

class

reflected in the

game or some variant of it to suit
terests of the petit-bourgeoisie

emphasis on "Black
Majority Rule" .Its effectiveness as a
slogan of mass mobilisation lies in its
promise of universal economic prosperity
following the departure of the whites. The
pervasiveness of liberalism ensures that
the real danger of the petit-bourgeoisie
substituting its own narrow class interests
for the interests of the

masses

often is

obscured. This is the

significance of the
legacy of liberation inherited by the
African nationalist movement from
colonial rule.
Thus it is not

surprising that capitalist
ideology (with its concomitant
liberalism), imperialist education and
Christianity, together have played a
major role in shaping the intellectual
petit-bourgeois class and its African
nationalist leadership. This class,

liberal rhetoric; it attempts to
follow the rules ofthe western democratic
uses

the inunder
conditions of uneven capitalist development and dependent capitalist development. As

an

offshoot of liberal

ideology.

however, African nationalism is opposed
to

racism of any kind; emphasizing inrather than minority group -

dividual

-

rights, "equality" and "non-racialism".
"African

majority rule", therefore, in
reality meant rule by the African
nationalist petit-bourgeoisie without any
real material change for the mass of the
people. The economic structure of the
newly independent countries would

remain very much the same, under the
control of the erstwhile colonial masters.
Namibia and South Africa: An

Internationalised Colonial Situation

The decolonisation process
Southern Africa has been much

in

more

complex and sometimes against the grain
of the African decolonisation process,
even if the end is likely to be the same. But
as

has been outlined in

some

detail else-

where, it was part of the imperialist
design to make Southern Africa a white
dominion like Canada

or

Australia.

Certainly, Zimbabwe and South Africa

regarded as some kind of exception
^he decolonisation prograrnme which

were

effected in most of Africa by the

1960s. It is now two decades since the U.S.

issued its major policy document on
Southern Africa: The National Security
Study Memorandum 39: Southern Africa.
This made it clear that Southern Africa
a

whole

was a

terest to

as

sub-region of particular in-

the U.S and its allies. And the

policy was based
The whites
Southern

on

the premise that:
here to stay

(in

Africa) and the only

way

are

that constmctive

change

can come

about is

through them. There is no
hope for the blacks to gain thepolitical rights they seek through violence,

detached from the African masses, has
come to be seen as the future saviour of

imperialist interests after the departure
post-colonial era,
the main merit of the African petit-bourgeoisie, in the eyes of the western powers,
is its antagonism towards Marxism and
of colonialism. In the

revolution. The

of British
of the liberal

success

colonialism’s selective

use

ideology is evidenced in the slow and late
development of Marxism in Africa and in
the writings of African nationalist
leaders. Let us consider examples of what
has just been said. In his Rivonia Trial
speech, Nelson Mandela expressed
"great respect for British political institutions", for that "country’s system of justice", for the "British Parliament as the
most democratic institution in the world",
and for "the independence and impar20

ZANU-PF combatants in training

for Zimbabwe’s armed struggle
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- to which
also invited for

which

Thatcher’s visit to Zimbabwe

creased

President Chissano

only leads to chaos and inopportunities for the communists. We can, by selective relaxation of our stance toward the white
regimes, encourage some modification of their current racial and
colonial policies

the occasion

strengthen this viewpoint.
"imperial" in
style: as the "ex-colonial overlord", she
was now taking over from Crocker as the
key "peace-broker" for Southern Africa;
The visit itself was almost

and through more

she reminded her Zimbabwean hosts that

(a total of $5 million

the Lancaster House

time in our history when
actually put the clock back and resCored a piece of the British Empire,
we

however

tangible interests fonn a basis
for our contacts in the region, and
be maintained at

ceptable political cost.

by

the advance of the national liberation

struggle in Southern Africa, there would
be an interesting correlation between this
policy statement in 1969 and the Lancaster House Agreement in 1979. It might
level reveal the coincidence of

at one

views

the

sub-region between the
British and U.S. imperialists in later years
on

she

extolled

since independence, reminding
everyone of the British role in building a
unified army in Zimbabwe (and in assisting the Mozambicans to develop a better
army); and implied that continued suecess for Zimbabwe, and any other country
that might wish to follow her example,
would be based on an economic policy

years

an ac-

With but few modifications forced

briefly!"

Zimbabwe’s achievements in the nine

Our

can

Agreement repre-

sented "the only

annually in technical assistance to
the black states) help to draw the two
groups together and exert some influence on both forpeaceful change.

these

in late March 1989 would

tend to

substantial economic assistance to
the black states

-

was

that would

for Namibia and South Africa. Second,
the apparent set-backs of the liberation

and other Commonwealth countries have

struggle in South Africa, the apparent

offered

weakness of the Frontline states

(and

tomorrow

therefore their commitment

to

in

particular, has become a virtual
colonial power over the Southern African
situation. Prime Minister
Thatcher put

it

very

plained recently that

Margaret
aptly when she exas

the "ex-colonial

Mozambique and the Namibia of
the opportunity to join the
Commonwealth is only another indication of this imperialist hegemony over
Southern Africa

as a

Resurrecting the Colonial Empire
There appears now to

be

an or-

a

negotiated settlement in Namibia and
South Africa), and therefore the space
within which Britain and the U.S.

whole.

maintain the initiative for
Clement that

the current

a

would, at least

can

negotiated setthe basis of

on

expectations of those who

chestrated strategy, on the part of both
the U.S. and Britain and other western

believe in this process, leave not only the
economic structure but also the power

countries, not only to project the Zim-

relations

babwe model as

a

guide-line to negotiated

settlements in Namibia and South Africa

but

as

a

centrepiece in the unfolding

scenario in the Southern Africa of its own

making. Prime Minister Margaret
SAPEMJUNE, 1989

vagueness

virtually intact. Hence the
implicit in Mrs Thatcher’s

reference to the need for the South
African government to open "negotiations about a political future in which
black

the British government certain guaranabout this vaguely defined process,
about "reducing racial discrimination"

tees

and the release of Nelson Mandela.
A Marshall Plan?

All this would be

a prelude to the posunbanning of the ANC, PAC and
other black parties within South Africa
and the holding of a Southern African
Regional Consliiulional Conference on

sible

South Africa before the end of 1989.

President Kaunda of Zambia and the
rent

cur-

Chairman of the Frontline States of

Southern Africa confirmed

on

26 March,

1989, that "Heads of Southern Africa’s
Frontline States could meet South
African leaders in November if a plan for
Namibian

independence is successful."
will be buttressed by

The entire process
more

aid

to

the Frontline/SADCC states

than £1 billion in direct aid to the

by implication a special responsibility
over the sub-region. The fact that Britain

the U.S., with the assistance of the U.K.

ear-

given

South

overlord" in Southern Africa, Britain had

reflect the U.S. dominance in the
resolution of the Zimbabwe problem itself. But there can be no doubt now that

Botha of South Africa had two weeks

lier visited Whitehall and will have

(and subsequently also to Namibia and
Africa): Britain has spent "more

give fanners the incentives they need
to produce more food; encourage

private enterprise and foreign investment; and reduce the role of the state
in the economy. Of course, it requires
help from outside as well. And that
has been forthcoming.
The timing of both the visit and the
words she had to say could not have been
more appropriate within this broad imperialist design for Southern Africa.
First, the apparent success of the Zimbabwe model and therefore one to project

or

governmcnl." Third, Foreign Minister

people have their rightful role in

countries of Southern Africa
few years".

US-British

over

the last

There is now talk of a possible
sponsored Marshall Plan for

Southern Africa, with a "reformed" South
Africa defining the economic and

strategic parameters of the sub-region.
Indeed this is the purpose of the
proposed Southern African Regional
Conference

design

Southern Africa: to

on

whereby

a strategy

South Africa

can

a

"reformed"

be accommodated

not

only within the forum of the Black states
of Southern Africa, but as an integral part
of the African continent. It
context,

was

in this

perhaps, that Chester Crocker

expressed the hope that South Africa will
soon become a member of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU). This was no
idle boast by a man who has pursued a
policy (on Southern Africa) already established during the Kissinger period. As
Margaret Thatcher acknowledged, it was
Chester Crocker who played the "remarkable role" in securing agreement on Angola and Namibia. But she also paid
credit to the Soviet Union "for its

tribution in

con-

Angola and for the greater

realism of its recent statements about

Southern Africa’s

problems" She added
high on the

that Southern Africa would be
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•

agenda in her discussions with Mr. Gorbachev in early April, 1989, after her visit
to

Southern Africa.
Soviet Retreat
For its part,

the Soviet Union has in
recent years made an apparent aboutturn on its commitment to armed struggle
in Southern Africa. Reference has al-

ready been made to her role in Angola
and Namibia; and it is reported that she
may be quietly influencing the ANC to
consider a negotiated settlement as a better and more attainable objective than
victory through armed stniggle. But it is
not clear whether the Soviet position is
based on the adherence to the new policy
as part of the current detente between
the two super-powers - of reducing and
resolving regional conflicts through the
globe; or on her belief that the Southern
African combatants are unlikely to make
significant headway in the foreseeable future. At any rate, continued anned stniggle would, given this position, undermine
the objective of resolving regional conflicts through peaceful negotiation; and
-

there would, therefore, be little or no difference between the Soviet Union and the

US-British

imperialist strategy with
regard to the Southern African situation.
If this characterisation is correct, then naand
independence

tional liberation

(others prefer to call it democracy since it
is assumed that South Africa attained in-

dependence from Britain in 1910) will
come to South Africa on the strength of
an international agreement. The South
African Government

seems to

have

un-

derstood the current initiative: P. W.
Botha described

as the "correct policy"
proposal which a Soviet spokesman
had made about a "peaceful settlement"
based on "international guarantees". Besides, it appears to be more than a coin-

the

cidence that South African cross-border
raids into the Frontline states have
declined

substantially since these international peace initiatives began with the
agreements on Angola and Namibia.

need to have "one person one vote" in
such a settlement, she did not think that

almost

this would

80. For

state"

will

necessarily mean a "unitary
inferring thereby the idea of a

As

already been stated, there is as yet
talk about the hope for such an
agreement than about the finer details of
the South Africa that should emerge after
such a settlement. For example, while
Margaret Thatcher acknowledged the
22

a reverse

to

of that which

was

atten-

the Zimbabwe situation in 1979-

example, the Constitutional Talks
begin only after the conclusion of the

federal/confederal solution. Like the U.S.

General Elections in November/Decem-

and most

ber, 1989; and only at the conclusion of

views

western

countries, Thatcher

simply a denial of funrights; and accordingly,
the abolition of apartheid would not entail
a fundamental change in both the politiapartheid

as

damental human

cal and economic

structure

of South

Africa.
While the Soviet Union has not

openly

come

the "federation" idea, a
Soviet expert and a member of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences, Dr. Gleb
Starushenko, in 1986 urged the ANC to
out

work

on

"comprehensive guarantees for
population” and thereby give
"national bourgeoisie the guarantee
out

the white
the

that there will be no broad nationalisation

of capitalist

property".
Clearly, the mtemational ot superpower
position on South Africa runs quite
counter to the major thrust of the National Liberation Movement which

phasizes

a unitary state, the
the National Question and

em-

likely to be a very delicate constitutional exercise - especially if the
South West Africa

People’s Organisation
(SWAPO) does not get the expected twothirds majority at the elections - can we
expect a smooth transition to national independence in April 1990. But as in the
case of Zimbabwe, it is not a question of
the Namibian combatants having won an
outright victory on the battlefield. On the
contrary, the battle is likely to take an
even more unpredictable turn after April,
1989, in a country that is not only
economically dominated by South Africa
but falls within the military and security
ambit of the apartheid state. It is safe to
conclude that when it finally arrives,
Namibian independence will be born on
the altar of "compromises".
And what of South Africa itself? In the

circumstances, it is difficult to

resolution of
the need for

tach any

a

country

characterised

by such serious
economic and social inequalities. It is
quite obvious that any principle of
"guarantees" and "safeguards" for
minorities is a dangerous precedent in the
history of African nationalism and in the
development of a nation-state that is given
to national unity. At any rate, the position
so

what is

current

the redistribution of wealth in

at-

significance to the various atby some sectors of the National

tempts,
Liberation Movement in South Africa, to
throw up constitutional proposals. Be-

sides, there is

as

yet no

obvious correlastruggle on the

tion between the anned
one

hand and the need for constitutional

talks

the other.

Except that it would be
recognize the close
relationship between the struggle for
on

unrealistic

not to

of the National Liberation Movement in

liberation in Southern Africa

both South Africa and Namibia appears
to be overshadowed by the current con-

and the incessant

mass

as a

whvile

uprisings within
impera-

South Africa. This makes it both

tive and inevitable that the South African

juncture in which the-international initiative is now dominant. In particular, it is
significant that both the Namibian and
South African solutions are being dis-

"solution". But the

cussed in the absence of the National

ference

Liberation Movements of those countries

nationalists. So that it is

and without any real consultation
O.A.U. and the Frontline states.

quite against the pattern we have seen so
far with regard to the decolonisation
process in Africa, that the major initiative
for a new constitution is coming from the

with the

Namibia and South Africa: Possible

Compromises

Super Powers Vs National Question
more

dant

state

will have

to

search for

some

kind of

apartheid state is not
forced to the con-

yet so battered as to be
table

with

the

African

quite ironic, and

National Liberation Movement

itself;

of Namibia, we have an in-

and in this case, the African National

organisation - i.e. the United
being the undertaker of the
decolonisation process. Besides, the
modus operandi towards national independence in Namibia is both complex and

Congress (ANC) with its "Constitutional

In the

case

ternational
Nations

-

Guidelines for

a

Democratic South

Africa" (issued in August
It
ness

1988).
is, perhaps, a reflection of the weakof the National Liberation Move-
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ment of South Africa

ANC

-

that it has

especially the

-

to run around

now

trying to woo various white groups, trying
to demonstrate that
not a monster.

For

1989, the ANC

was

it is "reasonable" and

example, in January,
party to a discussion
with a group of Afrikaner lawyers who
had come to Harare especially for the
meeting on The Role of Law in a Society
in Transition, over the possibility of a new
constitution for South Africa. Of course,
it is obvious to many that it is premature

put a constitution on the agenda at this
stage of the struggle for liberation in
South Africa. In fact, one section of the
to

Liberation Movement

-

the Azanian

People’s Organisation (AZAPO) people in South Africa
should "at the day of reckoning have a
right to participate in the drawing up of a
document that pertained to how the
country should be run."
believed that all

Conclusion
It is

tempting to conclude that an internationally supervised negotiated constitutional settlement is very likely in the curcircumstances of Namibia and South
Africa. But what guarantee is there that
rent

this will lead to

lasting peace in the subregion, let alone lay the basis for viable
nation-states that are characterised by
progressive economic and social
development? The so-called Zimbabwe
model will be readily cited as a successful
experiment in the history of "compromises" and negotiated settlements. But
we have already demonstrated herein
that this is

no

a

model at all but

a

situation

which reflects

imperialist hegemony in
sub-region. And we
should not forget the immense problems
that could have engulfed the new nationstate in the first few years of its existence;
nor the fact that the colonial
legacy, and

ticular and in the Third World in general,

the Southern African

has

all of it that

culture, in the history of the liberatory
process in Southern Africa. It is a new
agenda that goes beyond the one man one

was

reflected in the Lancaster

House Agreementof 1979, continue to inveigh, weigh down and constrain the new
nation-state, particularly in the economic
field. Also, the existence of a large and
visible guerrilla army in Zimbabwe on the
eve of independence was an
important if
not crucial defence against any excesses
and machinations that the settler regime
and their South African allies might have
contemplated in 1980. Until the South

African comrades have established their
presence through both a sufficiently organised guerrilla army and an organisa-

tion

structure

unify the

that seeks

to

mobilise and

struggle within South
Africa, it is facile and most dangerous to
enter into negotiations with the Boers.
Lastly, I have already raised the question of whether the armed struggle is now
mass

irrelevant in the

current

Namibia and South
the

situation in

Africa; and whether

emphasis on an internationally supervised negotiated constitutional setcurrent

dement is

a

reflection that both the

engendered

new

expectations in the

minds and hearts of the

masses of
Southern Africa. The anned stmggle gave
rise to a new agenda, perhaps even a new

political vocabulary and

a new

political

demand that dominated the African
nationalist movements of the 1950s and
1960s. For the mass of the people, there-

vote

fore, genuine and total democracy is implicit in the resolution of the National
Question, in National Independence itself:
the end of colonialist oppression and exploitation; the resolution of the Land
Question-, better wages and an improved
standard of living; democratization of the
education and health systems; the restoration of the
son

dignity of the African per-

after centuries of domination; and all

that goes

with freedom and equality. In
short, the agenda of the Liberation Struggle itself is synonymous with the Struggle
for Democracy. Except that in Southern
Africa in particular, the new agendä also
holds out the socialist goal; and the
Liberation Movements did mobilise the
into the struggle on the basis of the

masses

twin

promises of democracy and

Liberation Movement and the amied

socialism.

stmggle have become hegemonized and

The new agenda was established on the
agenda of National Liberation. We need
to return to that agenda if we are not to
lose sight of the goal of National Libera-

institutionalised within the overall

strategy of the U.S. and its allies, includ-

ing the Soviet Union. This may well be so.
But let us not forget that the history of
anned stmggle in Southern Africa in par¬

tion.

Movements for National Liberation and

Constitutionalism: The Namibian Case
Peter

Katjavivi

Senior Research Fellow at Yale

The development of the movement for
national liberation in Namibia has been

shaped by the nature of the liberation
struggle it has entailed and the status of
the country. Namibia enjoys unique interSAPEM JUNE, 1989
sapem-7

University

national status, with the United Nations

having responsibility

the country,
rooted in the Mandate System of the
League of Nations. Namibia has been on
the agenda of the United Nations since
over

1946 and has

up in the International Court ofJustice(ICJ) on numerous occasions. Thus the question of the rule of
come

law and the establishment of United Nations authority over Namibia has been a
23

key issue to the Namibian nationalist

1950s were characterised, initially, from
the point of view of the UN, by the struggle for the world body to assert its legal

this. This essay traces the development of
the main movement for national libera-

typify the grandeur and misery of international law’. He goes on to state: ‘It may be
regarded as an impressive example of the
resilience and imagination of international law, and its potential for providing a
peaceful solution, within a normative
framework, to the most fundamental conflicts of interests’,
Thus, Namibia has a long and involved
relationship with the international community. This relationship started with the

tion in Namibia, the South West Africa

endorsement of the League of Nations

African claim tx>_rul£_oyer Namibia.

movement.

Scholarly works

on

tended to concentrate

on

Namibia have
the internation-

al

legal status of the country, the German
period, the political economy
and, more recently, the modern resistance movement. But very little has been
colonial

written in the form of case-studies such

as

From 1946

onwards, the UN has been

preoccupied with the Namibian question,

trying to call South Africa to order

over

breaches of its mandate. The 1940s and

authority

over

the territory in the face of

South African claims to the contrary. The
1960s, 1970s and onwards saw a much
more assertive UN, challenging the South

A

I
Sam

Nujuma, SWAPO leader

Mandate for Namibia from 17 December

People’s Organisation (SWAPO), with
regard to the issue of constitutionalism,
the question of the rule of law, and the
conceptual framework of the national

which

liberation movement itself. The paper
also examines how some of the experien-

half of Britain. The United Nations, the

deriving from the liberation struggle
might help towards current efforts in establishing constitutionalism in an independent Namibia.
ces

Namibia and International Law
As

Reg Austin has pointed out,

‘Namibia is

poignant example of the
complexities and contradictions which

24

a

1920. This followed

on

the decision of the

Versailles Conference

on 7 May 1919
designated South Africa as a mandatory power for Namibia, acting on be-

League’s successor, later continued this
responsibility, from its inception in 1946.
South Africa was the only mandatory
power which then refused to place its
mandated territory under UN Trusteeship. Instead Pretoria ruled Namibia
like the rest of South Africa, extended its
apartheid laws to the country, and even
attempted to annexe it.

These efforts

were expressed first and
through the UN Council for
Namibia, the legal authority for the territory after South Africa’s mandate was
terminated by the UN General Assembly
in October 1966, for having grossly violated its obligations under the mandate
system (see Resolution XX). This resolution was followed by the ICJ Advisory
Opinion of 1971, which declared South
Africa’s rule to be an illegal occupation.

foremost

The work of the Council has been rein-

forced

by the office of the Commissioner

for Namibia, serving as the Council’s administrative body. In this context, the UN
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has continued to work to raise
awareness

as

public

of the Namibian issue, as well

providing what Reg Austin has termed:
legalism and international institusophistication (which have)
played an unusually large role in
preserving "the sacred trust of
civilisation" which could be regarded
as summing up theprinciples of nonannexation, government in the interests of the inhabitants, nonmilitarisation of the territory, and
subjection to international administrative and judicial supervision
which were the essence of the Mandate undertaken by South Africa.
Despite the strong unanimity which has
...

tional

characterised discussion of the Namibian

question at the UN, this did not make the
South African regime comply with UN
resolutions on Namibia. UN initiatives involved countless committees and sub-

committees, from the 1958 Good Offices
Committee, under the Chairmanship of
the former Governor of Ghana, Sir Charles Arden Clarke, to the visit led by the
then UN Secretary-General, Dr. Kurt
Waldheim, in 1972, and the more recent
visits of the

Special Representative of the
UN Secretary-General, Martti Ahtisaari,
and the present UN Secretary-General,

Javier Perez de Cuellar. All such
deavours

were

frustrated

African defiance and

the

on

one

en-

by South
procrastinations,

hand, and the permanent

Western members of the UN

Security

Council, who did not hesitate to cast their
vetoes to

block sanctions

Pretoria,

the other hand.

on

against

-

SWAPO

While the UN has

occupied a unique
position in the struggle for the independence of Namibia, the Namibian
people have carried the main burden of
their country’s liberation struggle. In
order to understand

norms

which have

govern the liberation movement,
first need to understand the objective

come to
we

conditions

surrounding the given liberastruggle. Namibians, as did people
elsewhere in Africa, hoped to achieve
their freedom and independence through
peaceful means. When this proved not to
tion
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possible, SWAPO launched an armed
struggle on 26 August, 1966.
The launching of the armed struggle as
part of the strategy of the nationalist
movement

in Namibia had it immediate

throughout the 1970s and 1980s form a
useful basis of understanding the liberation movement.
SWAPO

During this period,
increasingly spoke for Namibia

in international fora. It also became

origins in the failure of the World Court

and

in 1966 to deal with the issue of whether

number of Namibians in exile

South Africa’s rule

over

Namibia

was

legitimate. Namibian nationalists and
their supporters had appealed to the ICJ
to

declare that South Africa had violated

health, education, welfare and

respond. Thus the Namibian national
liberation movement, SWAPO, resorted
to an armed struggle when recourse to in-

and

clear

by SWAPO

As

as

follows:

waited for the judgeof
Justice in the Hague, the training of
fighters was a precaution rather than
a direct preparation for immediate
action... We hoped the outcome of
the case would be in our favour. As
long as we had that hope, we did not
long

ment at

as we

the International Court

want to resort to

violent methods.

However, the judgement let us down,
and what

had

prepared for as a
of unreality, suddenly became
cold and hard reality for us. We
we

kind
the

took to amis, we had no other choice.

more

means

of

subsistence. In this way it was transformed from being a nationalist organi.sation

ternational law had failed. This was made

more

responsible for the welfare of a
(mostly
members of SWAPO), providing for their

not

the mandate but the court did

concentrating on political protest
petitioning, to a liberation movement
waging an armed struggle against the
South African occupation regime in
Namibia, and engaged in social, educational and welfare programmes seen to
form a basis for the re-ordering of
Namibian

society after independence.
publication, Namibia News,

SWAPO’s

described its

own

views of the value of the

armed

struggle in the early years in the
following terms: ‘Many people ask themselves
and us
what is the point of a
protracted guerrilla war like this one
-

-

.

However, what this

war

.

.

has done, is of

it has reinforced the
spirit of unity in Namibia.’ It is far from
easy to foster a spirit of national consciousness, particularly in countries
where the colonial power, like in
Namibia, has worked hard to prevent that
from happening. But common oppres-

great value to us,

The development of the armed struggle had an impact not only on the South

sion

Africa authorities but also

the country

also created conditions which led to the

organisation itself. Moreover, it
also part of a general upsurge of

development of a common identity based
on
common
suffering. Eduardo
Mondlane, founding President of
FRELIMO, has given us the clearest account in explaining the origin of Mozam-

on

and the
was

nationalism in Southern Africa. The

taking up of arms by nationalist organisations in Southern Africa marks their

Development of the National
Liberation Movement

be

as fundamentally different from
those of West and East Africa in the 1950s

struggle

and early

1960s. The difference is not only
in the methods employed but also in that
the necessity for armed struggle was
based on the different colonial reality in
Southern Africa. The main feature here

is the

large number of white settlers living

in Southern Africa
had

economic

-

communities who

enjoy a high level of
privilege which they wanted to

come

to

preserve.

Thus, the armed struggle launched in
and the changes this
brought about in SWAPO in terms of organisation, perspective and activities
Namibia by SWAPO

at

the hands of the colonial rulers

ex-

pcrienced by the Namibian people, has

bican nationalism in these terms:
Like all

African nationalism,'the
fonn was' bom out of
the experience of European
colonialism. The source of national
unity is the common suffering during
the fifty years spent under effective
Portuguese rule. The nationalist
assertion did not rise out of... a linguistic, territorial, economic and cultural unity ... It was colonial
domination which produced the territorial community and created the
basis for a psychological coherence.
Mozambican

25

founded

the experience of discrimination, exploitation, forced
on

...

It must not be sup-

by the commander of the

centre con-

posed that this language is evidence of

cerned.

labour, and other such aspects of

communist influence.’

colonial nile.

Apart from the armed struggle,
SWAPO has had practical experience
that has involved it in all the processes of

According to the SWAPO Constitution, individual members have the right to
participate in fora of the organisation, to
discuss issues freely and vote in SWAPO
meetings. They also have the obligation to
uphold decisions once voted upon, to
care for and protect the
organisation and
‘act in the spirit of self-sacrifice, dedica-

It is in the

political movement for naindependence to rid the land of
foreign domination that Mondlane and
tional

others

the heart of African

see

nationalism. Furthermore, the armed

struggle has led to fundamental re-thinking on the part of the national liberation
movement of the kind of society it envisages in an independent Namibia. In
this regard, SWAPO’s political
programme made a firm commitment for
the first time in 1976 to the establishment
of a future classless society in Namibia, a

development which Kaire Mbuende had
described as having ‘heralded the beginning of the phase of social revolutionary
nationalism’. SWAPO pledged to: ‘unite
all Namibian people, particularly the
working class, the peasantry and progressive intellectuals, into a vanguard party
capable of safeguarding national independence and of building a classless, nonexploitative society based on the ideal
and principles of scientific socialism’.
The articulation of SWAPO’s aims in

Marxist terms did not represent a sudden
transformation of the organisation’s

ideology. This must be seen in the context
of developments in Southern Africa in the
1970s: the Namibian

experience of South

Africa’s continued refusal

to withdraw
from Namibia, the paralysis at the UN,
and the West’s reluctance to support
sanctions or the other punitive measures

against South Africa. It is these factors
came together with SWAPO’s
growing concern to look to the future and
prepare for the reconstruction of the
country after independence.
Although SWAPO has become comwhich

mitted to a radical social transformation
of Namibian society, it is still a broad-

based

organisation with essentially
nationalist aspirations (for background,
see Chapter 5, Thesis). Thomas
Hodgkin
has described mass nationalist organisamass

tions elsewhere in Africa and tells us:
‘One common characteristic is the radical
character of their professed aims, set out
in elaborate written

which
ideas
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nationalist doctrine

democratic and socialist
blended with African

western
are

constitutions, in

planning, training, carrying out political
mobilisation, medical and

education and

other forms of care
its members.
SWAPO’s educational and health centres
in Zambia and

Angola have played a cruproviding useful groundwork
for shaping an alternative society or national formation during the liberation
struggle. Such centres became necessary,
particularly from 1974 onwards, with the
cial role in

increased number of Namibian exiles
who joined
bia and

the ranks of SWAPO in Zam-

Angola. The

centres came to
for several thousands of Namibian
exiles. In these centres SWAPO has
cater

created self-reliant communities where it
claims there is ‘social justice and progress

for air. They are what an Oxfam report
has described as ‘a thriving community

(referring

to Nyango education and
health centre in Zambia which was established in the 1960s) with schools, hospi-

tion and boundless commitment to the
case of national and social liberation in
Namibia’. Thus the
for

appeal for unity and

commitment

the

to

cause

SWAPO has

have greater inalong with its responsibility, not only of having to wage an
armed struggle, but of looking after ever
increasing numbers of its members in
ternational

come to

status

exile. As Elizabeth Landis and Michael
Davis have

rightly observed:

SWAPO’s
sentatives
were

quasi-diplomatic
at

repre-

the UN and elsewhere

beginning to win increased

humanitarian assistance in the West
and

more

military assistance elsewas accepted by the

tals, fields of maize, cabbages, potatoes

where. SWAPO

and

OAU and the UN as the sole authen-

workshops for electricity, carpentry
sewing’.
SWAPO has specifically defined its
educational and health centre at Nyango
and

(and this can be taken to include the Angolan settlement at Kwanza-Sul) as a
‘microcosm’ of a future Namibia. It

states

that all programmes carried out at the
centre, ‘political, economic, social, cul-

tural, educational, medical and welfare’
must be geared ‘towards
promoting the
ideological and political grand plan of the

Party with

a

view for

a

future Namibia’.

SWAPO’s educational and health
centres are

organised as independent en-

tities in both Zambia and Angola. The
centres and their schools are governed by
rules and

regulations. These regulations

is

paramount.

tic representative of the Namibian
people pending independence and
elections (although not without objectionsfrom other Namibian political groups j. It was allowed to participate in UN debate (but not to

vote)

on

Namibian issues, and it

was

brought more closely into the work of
the Council for Namibia. The UN
General Assembly upheld the right of
the Namibian people to seek, by
whatever means necessary - including force - the liberation of their
country.
SWAPO has also entered into agreeand signed accords with govern-

relate, for example, to the running of the
centres with their leadership and general

ments

administrative

instance, SWAPO
has, along with other African liberation
movements, signed the Additional

structures.

SWAPO’s

Department of Legal Affairs has also
produced ‘Revolutionary Laws’ for judging and maintaining discipline within the
movement as a

whole. Some of these laws

have been tested in
ber of

cases

dealing with

which could

not

a numbe handled

ments

and international

organisations

on

behalf of Namibia. For

Protocols in 1978, which were designed to
reinforce the Geneva Conventions of

1949, dealing with armed conflicts. They
participated in the work of the International Conference for Humanitarian Law
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which led to the

adoption of these
protocols, essentially to treat captured
freedom fighters as prisoners of war.

towards

with the UN

independence in accordSecurity Council

resolution which will enable the UN

outposts, including those ones which

Transitional

enjoy full diplomatic recognition, such

(UNTAG) to start the

as

UN

Assistance

into Namibia

argued that SWAPO is a government in
waiting and ‘a non-State actor in the
Proposals

With an eye to the future, it was significant that SWAPO produced a discussion paper in 1975 for a draft constitution
for an independent Namibia. The paper
was

prepared by a lawyer who had dealt
rights issues and had worked

with human

Namibia. This was at the time when the
South African regime had organised the
on

Turnhalle constitutional conference in

Windhoek, designed to perpetuate South
African control while

appearing to allow
Namibians to participate in government.
The SWAPO leadership both inside the
country and abroad spent considerable
time co-ordinating their thoughts over
the drafting of the discussion paper and
soliciting opinions from the movement’s
branches in Namibia. It proposed an Executive President at the head of government, envisaged an independent

judiciary,
Rights.

an

Ombudsman and

a

Bill of

Other Namibian

political groups have
also come up with their own constitutional drafts. The South African appointed
Interim Government produced its draft
constitution in 1987, drafted by Judge V.
G.

Hiemstra,

a

retired South African

judge. Among other things, the constitution envisages the President of an independent Namibia as a ‘ceremonial President with only a brief delaying power in
regard to legislation’. ‘The real power
comes to rest

with the Prime Minister’.

However, this constitution has been

rejected by the South African regime.
The reason given was that it did not sufficiently cater for ethnic-based repre-

as

forms may mask
arbitrary government. Democracy is not achieved by
promulgating a constitution; it must
be renewed and fought for within
workers and popular organisations,
within political parties and in
societies at large. Socialists must
take democracy seriously, in the
.stniggles against apartheid and national oppression and for liberation
from colonial nde, in countries with
one-, two- and multi-party systems,
under capitalist and imperialist

Group

free and fair elecwill
hopefully bring to an end a long chapter
of agony suffered by the Namibian
people. It will also be a challenge to the
Namibian people in terms of involving

tions in Namibia. It is a process which

some

sort

of constitutionalism which

would

fully safeguard their interests both
individually and collectively. A recently

relea.sed SWAPO draft constitution calls
for an executive President in an inde-

domination, and under governments

pendent Namibia; the constituent assembly to act as an electoral college for

attempting,

or

claiming, to build

socialism.

the first President.

In

What is crucially important at this stage
is the forthcoming electoral process in

Namibia. Here, once

single formula for
and

authoritarian and

process of moving
from 1 April, 1989, with

the view of supervising

no

democratic

Security Council has adopted the

the office in India. To this end, it could be

Constitutional

laws. There is

democratic political institutions,

Resolution 435 of 1978. Since then the

SWAPO maintains several representatives all over the world, serving as its

Namibian Issue’.

\

move
ance

again, there is a uni-

a

conclusion, any society has to make
beginning from somewhere. Founda-

tions for

a

lished in

preliminary forms. What is left is

free Namibia have been eslab-

que aspect to the Namibian situation.
Most African countries had inde-

for the process to be completed, through
free and fair elections. S. E. Finer says

pcndence elections under pre-deter-

‘Con.stitulions

mined constitutions that had been

aspire

defined
even

tion

by the colonial

the

case

power. This was
in Zimbabwe the constitu-

the Lancaster House Con-

was set at

ference. The

independence elections in

Namibia will, however, be for representatives in a constituent assembly who
will then discuss and draw up a constitu-

lion. This is

a

opportunity for

great

Namibians to devise

a

constitution of

their choice,

although there is still the
danger that South Africans may interfere
with this process.
The need to uphold

democracy and

proper development of constitutionalism
in Namibia and Southern Africa in

general is widely felt. For example, a
leaflet of a planned conference by the
Review of African Political Economy on
the theme of‘Taking Democracy Seriously: Socialists and Democracy in Africa’
has this

to

say:

are

codes of rules which

regulate the allocation of funclions, powers and duties among the
various ageneies and offieers of government, define the relationship between
these and the public’.
A number of constitutions all oveV the
to

world have been rendered ineffective

important in
maintaining stability in democracy is
proper participation in the life of the
country. To participate effectively, the
people must be con.scious of their responsibility. As Finer has argued: ‘Unle.ss we
know what the rules are, we cannot know

whether

anybody is in breach of them’.
Thus, people’s knowledge and use of
their democratic rights are the essential
elements which would advance the cause
of constitutionalism in an independent
Namibia.
mind

Looking ahead and bearing in

some

of the constitutions that have

been

senlation.

Democracy requires an effective state

trampled on elsewhere,
people are sceptical. But 1 would

Following the agreement over the
question of Namibia involving the
Governments of Angola, Cuba, the USA

and

with Antonio Gramsci when he says:

and to enable them to elect their own

pessimism of reason should
the optimism of will’. •

and South

Africa, Namibia is supposed to
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appropriate legal and political
institutions to secure people’s rights

or

been dishonoured. What is

not

some

agree

‘the
obstruct

governments and make their own
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ECONOMIC FEATURE

Debt and Structural
To§b(l~N(lh Tipotch

Member of the UN International Advisory Board on Structural Adjustment in Africa

Structural adjustment has become the
principal device utilised by the World
Bank and IMF in attending to the debt
problems of developing countries. According to these two international financial institutions, structural adjustment is
designed to generate positive growth,
through which resources will flow for
reducing the debt burden. Under this

view, the minimisation of the debt

problem necessarily
availability of additional

means
resources

utilisation in efforts directed
alleviation.

at

the
for

poverty

International Economic Environment

Conventional economic theory and
public policy pronouncements continue
to give primacy to the unfavourable international economic environment as being
the principal explanatory factor for the
debt problem of developing countries.
According to the conventional view,
developing countries borrowed considerably during the 1970s because loans
were cheap, in the midst of the petro-dollar glut, and the trend in commodity
prices was favourable. This conventional
position indicates that the debt of the
developing countries only became of
crisis proportions in the 1980s, when the
trend in commodity prices reached an unfavourable state, thus curtailing severely
the abilities of these countries to service

their debt. It is the contention of this
paper that while the international
economic environment does play a critical role in

explaining the debt problem,
endogenous factors continue to have
strong explanatory powers with respect to
the debt problem. In this regard, most important, is the interaction between endogenous and exogenous factors.
It is clear from available evidence that

the international economic environment
in the 1970s was unfavourable. In the first

place, the trend in commodity prices was
28

Adjustment

favourable.

By the end of the 1970s,
commodity prices were, on
average, 13% lower than their levels in
the l%0s (Commodity Price Bulletin,
UNCTAD). The post-war trend in commodity prices is downward. In this regard,
any evidence of periodic increases in
commodity prices must be viewed as
aberrations rather than any trend.
The evidence on the debt problem sufnot

real non-oil

fices

to

demonstrate that the external

financing of the developing countries in
the 1970s was highly costly. Other aspects
of the high cost of the external financing
are seen in the negative and
negligible
growth situations, not to mention the worsening poverty problem, environmental
pollution and what developing countries
consider

to be a grave assault on their
respective sovereignties emanating from
the stringent demands for debt repay-

ment

and the conditionalities for debt

relief.

Considering price to be necessarily synonymous with cost, the conventional approach fails to examine the value of
the relevant alternative decision foregone
with respect to the
finance in the 1970s.

choice of external

Thus, this approach provides
for

no

basis

predicting correctly the high cost out-

come

of the decision

on

external financ-

ing. The relevant time horizon for
evaluating such a decision would necessarily be long term, as development takes
place over the long term. Leading
economists failed to consider the foregoing point during the 1970s and proceeded
to offering wrong policy advice based on
the erroneous view that the large available financial resources, with relatively
low interest
low cost

rates at

the time, would be the

path to growth as well as
development. Clearly, the high cost of the
external financing is not borne entirely by
the developing countries. The movement
of financial resources away from production generating opportunities in OECD

countries contributed positively to the
1979-82 recession from which they are
still awaiting a strong recovery with falling unemployment and relatively low inflation.
Short/Medium Term Winners
The debt problem is not about losers
alone. Evidence for the short and

medium

shows the appearance of
relatively few owners of mulcorporations (MNCs) based in

term

winners: the
tinational

the OECD countries and their collaborators in the developing countries.
Over the

from

period 1979-85, MNC profits
operations in developing countries

amounted

to $88 billion (Transnational
Corporations in World Development Siirveys, UN Centre on Transnational Corporations). During the 1981-85 period,
developing countries received $463 billion from sales of primary commodity exports excluding oil, but these countries
paid out $531 billion on their external

debts. For the

period new loans to
developing countries amounted to $211
billion, three-quarters of which was used
to cover some

same

of the old debt. For the

1973-84, the portion of profits flowing from operations of the seven largest
US banks in developing countries in-

years

creased from 22%
a

to

60%. In 1985 alone,

quarter of Citicorp’s (Citibank) profits

came

out

of its Latin America

lending

operations (Citicorp Reports).
Critical aspects

of the evidence on
a working
knowledge about winners in the developing countries. In 1983-84, international
commercial banks were depositories for
$97,1 million of the capital that was flying
from the developing countries. Over the
period 1974-82, one-third of the $252 billion rise in the debt of Argentina, Brazil,
capital flight provides

Chile, Mexico and Venezuela was used

buy assets abroad
bank

accounts

or

to

deposited in foreign

(US Federal Reserve Board
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on Latin American Debt); total
Latin American debt is approximately

Reports

$360 billion. Latin American

private
deposits in New York and Miami alone
are considered by leading banks to be in
excess of existing (1986) capital in Latin
American economies (statement by Watter Wrist on, former Chairperson of
Citicorp). At the end of 1984, bank
deposits and fiduciary deposits of Latin
American non-residents in Swss banks
amounted to

$8,5 billion. For Liberia,

a

similar set of deposits at that time in Swiss
banks added up to $1,5 billion when

emerged and are maintained,
developed and changed through the
inter-action of various sets of economic
decision-makers. The decision-makers
who perceive that they benefit from the
persistence of a given structure will work
individually and collectively to develop
the structure, making reforms from time
to time, in line with changes in relative
economy

,

of

decision-making but not pushing
fundamental change unless their
decision-making were to become costprohibitive. The dominant structure is
promoted by those who have the interest
cost

for any

low-the-leader

oligopolistic model in
provided
the leadership, was reformed to reflect
the relative power position of US MNC
interests who had replaced their British
which British MNC interests

collaborators in the post-war era.

Certainly, by the early 1970s, with the
dollar,
signs were out with respect to the dawning of a major reform in the prevailing
structure. By then, the USSR had already
established itself as a major world
economic power and the leading socialist
economy. The October 19, 1987 Stock
Nixonian devaluation of the US

"Poverty alleviation is not central in the design and the implementation of SAPS in Africa"
Liberia’s debt and external reserves stood
$1 billion and $1,71 million

respectively (IMF Occasional Paper 45, July 1986;
Ministry of Finance of Liberia Annual
Report, 1984). Over the period 1976-85,
capital flight from Malaysia is estimated
to have amounted to $12 billion (Morgan
Guaranty Reports on Malaysia).
at

Vested Interests in the World

Economy

Most crucial to the delineation of

a

development-oriented framework i| the
view that structural features in the world
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in it and the power to sustain
The principal theme in

it.
the world
economy is the long term decline in the
share of capitalist production in world
production. An examination of data on
industrial production is useful here. In
1871, all the world’s industrial production
was accounted for by capitalist production. But by a century later, the share of
capitalist industrial production in world
industrial production had declined to less
than 75% (Rostow, the World Economy,
1978: 52-3). During this period, the fol-

Pic. Paul

Weinberg/Afrapix

Market Crash is the clearest

catalytic sigproviding information with
respect to the demise of the follow-theleader oligopolistic decision-making in
the world capitalist economy. The principal long term capital markets which
nal to date,

were

jn Britain before the

war

and relo-

cated to the US

during the post-war
period are now located in Japan. The US
economy is no longer the bank of last
resort

US is

for OECD countries. In fact, the
the world’s largest debtor, with

now

Japan and West Germany as the principal
29

lenders to the US economy.

The US
is pregnant with huge twin
deficits (fiscal and trade). The major
capitalist countries (i.e. G-5) arc busy
leading the drive to find a new status quo
economy

within the

capitalist production system,
rendering the world economy even more
unstable.
In terms of the

developing countries,
capitalist production system
has been reformed and persists in the
post-colonial era. The colonial strategy of
capitalist production remains in
dominant force, as a general case; the
production of primary commodities for
export. Through the active collaboration

holdings abroad, as seen in the capiflight situation. In relatively few, but a
growing number of cases in the developing world, the state repression has led to
the emergence and sustaining of resistance that has generated the creation of a
space at the level of state power to attempt to build or to build a developmentasset

local level that has resulted in the

tal

gence

oriented economy.

the colonial

between national economic decisionmakers in the
the

owners

developing countries and

of the MNCs which dominate

and control these

economies, the primacy
export-orientation is sustained. As
MNCs began penetrating developing
economies at a relatively very powerful
phase in their evolution, local (in
developing countries) capitalist initiaof

tives relevant for industrialisation

con-

tinue to be

overpowered by foreign
capitalists based in the industrialised
economies. This element of foreign
domination and control of local capital
was not the case in the capitalist industrialised economies in their transition
from agrarian societies to industrialised

Transfer Pricing and Militarism

During the post-war era, in the face of
deep recessions, especially that of 197982 and high recovery costs, the strong
decision-makers

use

soft and hard

the weak decisionmakers to bear a large share of the cost of
recovery. The soft measures cover the increased use of transfer pricing to reduce
‘free’ market commodity price determinations, rendering stiffer the conto

measures

get

ditionalities of the international financial

institutions, higher cost debt rescheduling in the guise of debt relief and adjustment

in interest rates. In terms of hard

continue

development context, both
endogenous variables
roles in modelling. The
essential collaborative relationships between these two types of variables, with
respect to the dynamics of the evolution
of dominant economic decision-makers
to sustain the dominant

who take action

structure, and the evolution of mar-

ginalised economic decision-makers who
struggle for the emergence of a development-oriented structure, is fundamental
for the validity of the model. These collaborative relationships involve decisionmakers in the developing economies as
well as in the industrialised economies, ir-

respective of the national economic
tern.

ships, there are tactical disagreements
among the dominant decision-makers as
well as in the ranks of the marginalised
decision-makers. Through the dynamic
analysis of these relationships, it is pos-

reformed

military expenditures are approximately the same as the total debt of
the developing countries, who account
for one-fifth of the expenditure.

relatively low ceiling on local
capitalist production v’/s-ä-v7j industrialisation, the continuous
operationalisation of the export-orientation necessarily means the linking of
production inputs to imports in a direct
relationship. Furthermore, with the
foreign tastes and preferences of nation-^
al decision-makers being prevalent, the
importation ofnon-productive inputs and
the acquisition of foreign assets became
widespread among the decision-makers,
The repression of institutional change
consistent with rendering the national
to

the

its alleviation. To attribute the emergence

of the debt problem to the ‘all

powerful’
explanatory variables (in the
international economic environment) is
exogenous

to deny the critical explanatory role

played by national decision-makers in the
developing countries. It is endogenous
decision-making that leads to capital
flight, without which for example.
Argentina’s debt would be $1 billion
rather than $50 billion, Mexico’s $10 billion instead of $100 billion

and the

to ehange fundamentally. In the midst of persistent
resistance to the repression, national

with a surplus of $1 billion as opposed to
the current debt of $30 billion (Morgan
Guaranty Reports on the Latin American
Debt). Finally, it is action taken also at the

for the decision-makers

to

the

one

hand and

are

changed

one can now turn to

the

con-

experience of structural adjustment

in the African economy.

essentially within the foregoing
analytical framework that one can correctly understand the nature of the debt
problem and the sufficient conditions for

Venezuelan debt would be non-existent

decision-makers have tended

on

fundamentally on the other.
Having presented this framework for
analysing the debt problem in developing
Crete

incentive

no

correctly the condi-

tions under which structures

It is

Given the

decision-makers accountable

sys-

Within these collaborative relation-

annual

The Debt Problem

people in general provides

observe.

exogenous and
have explanatory

countries,
National Decision-Makers

to

Within the

sible to understand

ones.
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of whatever development-orientadeveloping countries that we

tion in few

the resort to militarism
remains clearly dominant; thus, it is not at
all surprising to observe that total world
measures,

emer-

increase

Background to Structural .4djustnient
Structural

adjustment is the latest
phase in a series of policy variations by the
World Bank and IMF with respect to the
promotion of the objectives of these international institutions. Foremost, in terms

of the

objectives, the World Bank and
private foreign
(relative to Africa) profit-making opportunities. This is not surprising because
both institutions are controlled by the G5 (Group of five member-states; United
States of America, J apan, West Germany,
France and Britain, but principally by the
first three countries), whose governments
IMF seek to promote

are

accountable

to

their multinational

corporations which continue to dominate
investment, trade and aid in African
economies. From time

to

time, African
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governments disagree with G-5 positions.
However, as nearly all African governfundamental problem with
principal objective of the World
Bank and IMF, they continue to be supportive of these international institutions.
It is in the foregoing context that one has
to observe the policy variations of the
ments have no

the

World Bank and IMF.

implicit in the Bank’s activities. By the
implicit
conditionality of the Bank had become
explicit, virtually removing the veil of difend of the 1979-82 recession, the

ferenee between the World Bank and the
IMF. This is why one should not be
surprised to observe the increasingly
large number of Bank and Fund joint mis-

sions

to

African countries.

During the 1960s and 1970s, the World
Bank and IMF interventions in Africa
of

relatively short durations for any
given agreement with a government.
were

Instruments of Structural

Adjustment

However, with the dramatic increase in

The policy instruments of structural
adjustment have been selected by the

the price of oil in

World Bank and IMF

dustrialised economies,

monetarist approach to adjustment of imbalances in an economy. Basically, this

1973 and the deep recession of 1979-82 in the western inpolicy variations
appeared. The World Bank was first in
utilising a longer time horizon (mediumterm) and structural coverage in its lending activities. By the early 1980s, the IMF
and the World Bank had become virtual-

ly indistinguishable in this regard, although the former is usually considered
to be identified mainly with balance of
payments adjustment while the latter is
attached to broader economic problems,
such as overall (macro) imbalances,
management, market distortions and the
relative size of the private and public sections. It is against the foregoing back-

ground that structural adjustment
policies have emerged and have been
given primacy in the 1980s.
The 1973 oil price rise raised expectations in many quarters

with respect to

possibilities for increasing the bargaining
power of OPEC countries in international negotiations. However, it is now
generally agreed that the oil surpluses, in
their recycling, benefited western industrialised economies far

more

on

the basis of the

approach calls for the adjustment of imbalances between aggregate demand and
aggregate supply by controlling the
money supply to curtail demand. Three
specific policy objectives are characleristic of structural adjustment policies: (a)
the curtailment of demand; (b) efficiency
in

resource

allocation in efforts to boost

production: and (c) the long term efficiency of the economy. Based on the
foregoing characteristics, the inslruments/measurements utilised
lows:

are as

fol-

credit control
fiscal

austerity
currency devaluation
deregulation of prices

privatisation of state enterprises

con-

ditionality, although this requirement was
SAPEM JUNE, 1989

The exacerbation of

should

mass

poverty

surprise to the keen
observer. Although the World Bank
maintains that poverty reduction is its
central goal, poverty alleviation is not
central in the design and the implementation of structural adjustment programmes in Africa. In fact, it was only after the
mid-198()s that the design for structural
adjustment programmes began to exhibit
some poverty alleviation concerns. But
these

come as no

concerns

have been couched within

the context of mitigating

In

specific policy areas, the results
operationalisation of structural
adjustment programmes are as follows:

from the

faced

considered to be involved with

Poverty

World Bank/IMF related programmes.

During the 1980s, most African
governments, in their respective
capacities as members of the World Bank
and IMF, have launched formal (official)
stabilisation and structural adjustment
programmes. For the most part, those
African governments which do not have
such official programmes are in effect implementing policies that are consistent
with the pursuance of the principal objeclive of structural adjustment.
In terms of macro-economic performance, the implementation of structural

tion, African countries, as other poor
countries, became the targets for transferring much of the burden for the
recovery. Since 1968, when IMF conditionality became explicit, African
governments acquired a clear awareness
of the controlling essence of the IMF
programmes. The World Bank was not

Muss

menl

reduction/elimination of trade
barriers

Experience with Structural Adjustment

unemployment and manageable infla-

rate.

efficiency in public sector manage-

reduction/elimination of subsidies

poor

by western industrialised
economies in terms of recovery with low

growth objectives. In a few countries
where positive growth has occurred in
real GDP, this has come at too high a cost.
For most African countries (i.e. subSaharan Africa), there was negligible to
negative growth in GDP, exports and imports for the 1982-87 period. During this
period, the average annual real growth
for GDP, exports and imports was 0,1%,
-0,8% and -10,3%, respectively. In terms
of living standards, these unfavourable
growth rates essentially mean that mass
poverty has been exacerbated, as population growth rales continue to be significanlly higher than the CiDP growth

the social cost of
adjustment. In essence, these concerns
are peripheral to structural
adjustment
programmes in Africa. Furthermore,
there is an insignificant number of
African countries with the mitigation of
the social cost of adjustment in their

than the

countries. Thus, with the deep
repression and the immense difficulties

adjustment policies in Africa has not
been successful in the realisation of their

•

stabilisation with trade liberalisation resulted in

negative export
import growth;
lending was considerably below
levels required for import growth;
exchange rate adjustments have
and

•

•

worsened the balance of payments
situation and have generated an in•

fiationary impact;
interest rate adjustments have not
had a positive effect on savings and
investment

resources

mobilisa-

tion; and
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the further

•

worsening of an already unbearable external debt

sidisation of poverty

situation.

democratic nature of African governments that has been given central focus in

Basically, structural adjustment has
been contractionary in African
economies, which were already (and
remain) in a persistent recessionary situation. Generally, the contraction in the
various economies is exhibited in the

near

demonstrates the

alleviation activists
essentially un-

the Khartoum Declaration of 1988. Held

underUnited Nations auspices, the International Conference

on

the Human

Dimension of Africa’s Economic

Recovery and Development, which

for the 1980s. Fur-

produced the Khartoum Declaration,

thermore, with African governments ac-

gave centre stage to democracy based on
the view that the effective participation of

zero

GDP growth rate

counting for some 40% of total employment, the relatively large reduction in
public sector employment, under the adjustment programmes, necessarily means

the African

people in national socio-

economic decision-making is most essen-

tial for

development.

contradiction of incomes and demand,
as the other sectors have not covered the
a

demand slack. In addition

to

reducing

employment, governments have reduced
considerably their spending on vital social services.

High Defence Spending

Perhaps the most costly of all aspects
of the impact of structural adjustment is
the promotion of powerful social forces
with no interest in poverty alleviation at
the expense of the weak social forces actively engaged in poverty alleviation activities. Public spending on state repressive activities are being sustained and
strengthened while public subsidisation
of poverty alleviation activists is reduced
considerably or eliminated. With no external

wars or

threats of external wars,

nearly all African governments continue
to maintain relatively high national
defence

spending. Public subsidies

are

curtailed to students in institutions of

higher learning, from which the leading
poverty alleviation organisations usually
draw their principal activists. The choice
of high defence spending over the sub¬

Alternative to Structural

Adjustment

Knowing that structural adjustment in
help the poor, what then
should be done to get out of the crisis in
the African economy? In his latest annual
review on the African economy, Professor Adebayo Adedeji, the United Nations
Under-Secretary General and Executive
Secretary of the United Nations
Africa does not

ports are dismal.
In efforts to find

useful alternative to

a

structural

adjustment, there is always a
starting point in the Lagos Plan of Action.
However, the problem here remains that
African governments have forgotten
about their own plan for Africa’s socioeconomic development while they
operate structural adjustment programmes. True, the consequences of the 197982 recession have produced a more difficult phase in the continuing crisis in the
African economy. Admittedly, crisis
management is relevant for the 1980s.
However, it makes absolutely no sense to
carry out short and medium term
programmes, that are not based on the
long-term plan for fundamental restructuring. To be taken seriously by the
African people, the African governments
have to act according to the Lagos Plan of
Action. What

the chances that

are

African governments

will implement the
Lagos Plan of Action?
Absence of

Democracy

Economic Commission for Africa

With the absence of democracy so very

(ECA), provides the correct answer to
this most vexing of questions. This annual

widespread in African countries, there
are poor chances that the self-reliant
development proposed in the Lagos Plan
of Action will be put into motion during

review concludes that the

opinion at the ECA is that marginal changes to structural adjustment programmes will not be
enough; that what is called for are
fundamental rather than cosmetic
changes. We need to engineer a fundamental restnicturing of the African
economies instead of perpetuating
...

the neo-colonial monostructural

the foreseeable future. There

are some

non-governmental organisations in
African that continue

to work to build up
the power of the poor to make decisions
that affect their living standards, but these

organisations

generally weak. Furadjustment has
been designed and implemented to make
are

thermore, structural

these democratic social forces

weaker.

even

•

production system at a time when the
demand prospects for Africa’s ex-
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ECONOMIC BRIEFINGS

Review of World Bank

Report

on

SAP

Africa’s

Adjustment and Growth
in the 1980s

Tim Shaw

Professor of Poimcal science at Dalhousie university

The World Bank has

Children 1989 and EC A Economic

again gone
on the war-path with a rhetorical defence

Report
of Africa 1989. Such Bank advocacy is

of its conditionalities.

overkill and is founded

once

of the 1980s, like the first,

The last year

is being marked by a revived of the warfare

Washington’s financial institudevelopment interests,
as reflected by the Addis Ababa-based
EGA and OAU. Africa’s Adjustment rep)resents a return to the high theology of
conditionality despite mid-decade attempts at the UN Special Session and
elsewhere. Indeed, the latest skirmish
seems intended to undermine the African
Alternative designed by the EGA, just as
the original, doctrinaire "Berg Report"
was the initial volley in the sabotage of the
Lagos Plan.
The claims made in Africa’s Adjustment for the efficacy of Bank programmes are quite extraordinary:
between

tion and Africa’s

strategy of adjustment with
growth is viable in Africa. The
evidence points to better overall
economic performance in countries
that pursue

strong

reform

program-

than in those that do not....

important feature of the move-

ment

toward

or-

derly stmctural adjustment is that
Africans accepted the principal

responsibility for their economic
decisions and

destiny. The growth

be resulting at least in
from this reform and adjustment helps raise living standards
overall and especially for the poor..
appears to

part,

Such extravagant assertions fly in the
face of African realities as reflected in,
say,

UNIGEF State of the World’s

SAPEMJUNE, 1989

well

as

on

theoretical and

marginally and unilaterally? Third,
Africa’s Adjustment asserts that:
Results from

the region during 1986

and 1987 indicate that the compact

of the UN Special Session on Africa
is being widely followed. Where
African governments implement
reforms and donors provide additional resources, economic performancecan, on average, be improved.
Yet the 1988 "Wass
on

Report" for the UN
FinancingAfrica’s Recovery concluded

that the continent

was

$6,5 billion short

of foreign funds, which Africa’s
Adjustment admits elsewhere (12-16).
each year

...an

policy reform and

as

economies like Botswana, Mauritius and
Zimbabwe which have only "adjusted"

a

...

mes

methodologipolitical fallacies. First, while a longer-term historical perspective on the continental "crisis"
is to be welcomed, why start in the relatively bad year of 1970, other than to enhance the trend lines artificially? Second,
why aggregate all of Sub-Saharan Africa,
when it includes relatively prosperous

cal

And the Bank blames Africa for stag-

export volumes, so disregarding in a
cavalier way the "fallacy of composition":
if the continent exports more into a world
nant

In other

forums, however, the Bank has
one remaining
"success story": Ghana. Yet the international community cannot afford to replicate that expensive experiment, whose
impact on its neighbours is far from positive. So it is "Bank-speak" to assert that
"strong reformers" have improving investment performances: conditionalities guarantee such, not market forces!
Meanwhile, the Bank admits that "only
admitted that there is but

twelve Sub-Saharan Africa countries
have serviced their debts

1980",

one

regularly since
indication of the failure of in-

ternal reforms and external responses.
This is

despite the fact that the only inexpenditure in the
1980s (other than for the never-mentioned or -adjusted militaries!) is for interest payments. This has led, in the
Bank’s delightful euphemisms, to "a relative compression of wages and salaries,
other purchases of goods and services,
and capital spending"; i.e. to a decline in
living standards and development sercrease

in government

vices! And the one-time sell-off of parastatals serves both to profit the international

bourgeoisie and to raise prices to
proletarians, all in the name
of efficiency.
This precipitous polemic cannot be
separated from the Bank’s current interrelated difficulties: antagonism from
IMF, scepticism from donors, and resispeasants and

market disinterested in colonial type
commodities then demand and price will

tance

continue to fall

notwithstanding savage
devaluations! Yet the Bank asserts

the

rhetorically:

ly-optimistic and simplistic World Bank
tract may backfire and not only reinforce
continental commitment to an indigenous

Africa’s crisis cannot be satisfactorily explained as the result of an adverse

international economic

climate, low commodity prices, or

dwindling foreign assistance.

from African

"targets". But to at-

sabotage African Alternative by
smoke-screen of African Adjustment

tempt to

is both unwise and untenable. This

over-

Alternative but also alienate donors and

African Advisors alike. The Bank already

practised imperium et divide; now it
separates the continent into "weak" or
33

"strong" reformers, aceording to its own
partisan criteria. And the plethora of "unconsultative groups" and "cross-conditionalities" make it problematic for
regimes to escape from Bank supervision.
The new resilience of Africa’s development planners in the face of such a partisan power-play is reflected in an informed and rigorous rejoinder from the

standards

ern

the very

fully operational, so Malawi is still incurring crippling transport charges in
moving its exports to market. Transport
and related costs were up 54% in 1988,
partly because of a dependence upon
foreign hauliers.
The economic adjustment programme
now being undertaken is
beginning to
show results, the latest figures show. Import volumes grew by more than 14% in
1988, thanks to an inflow of foreign aid
coupled with the import liberalisation
programme. This helped to raise capacity
utilisation in industry from 20-30% at the
beginning of the year to an estimated 5060% by the end.

throughout Africa for all but
rich. In short, this economistic
epistle takes us back to the bad old days
of supply-side determinism: an unfortunate ending to an unhappy decade. •

Botswana

Budgets: 1987/88-1989/90

UN Economic Commission in Addis:
Statistics and Policies.

This

well-

produced set of "preliminary observations" deserves to be widely-distributed
and -headed as it exposes the empirical
and methodological deficiencies and
deceptions of the Bank, contradicting
other current Bank evaluations and

prescriptions. The ECA alleges that this
superficial and tendentious report is onedimensional, non-replicable, highly
selective and tautological, shifting
country categories and compositio'ns to
suit its thesis. Moreover, it is internally inconsistent as the body of Africa’s Adjustment

contradicts its executive summary.

BP Million
1987/88

1988/89

1989/90

Budget Actual
Total Revenue 1 825

1 777

2 223

2 237

Total

Expenditure

1312

1 497

1 922

1 955

Current

687

775

862

1 033

Development 558
On-Lending to

710

933

833

Parastatals

58

Budget Surplus 513

12

127

84

280

301

282

GDP

growth rate

tion and fallacies".

1986/87

10,6%

1987/88

8%

style neoanalysis of just eleven states on
the continent by John Sender and Sheila
Smith The Development of Capitalism in
Africa - which ends its optimistic evaluaMarxist

-

tion before the shocks of the 1980s,

Africa’s Adjustment arbitrarily defines its
own time-period. And unlike drafts of its
oft-postponed fifth (now sixth) report on
Africa, this slight publication overlooks
"new" factors such

as

the informal sector,

gender, regionalism, industrialisation
and environment. Finally, there is no
mention here of the human

costs

of ad-

justment: the sudden contraction of living

34

yet

1988/89

8.7%

Budget reflects

revenue

boost

Total expenditure

Construction

37%.

in 1989/90, including
debt repayments of SL 76 million, is
projected at SL 447 million, allowing the
minister to present a balanced budget.
Recurrent spending is estimated at SL
314 million, of which general administration gets the largest share. Civil service

Public

8%

salaries account for SL 166 million,

Commerce/Finance

23%

Per

Capita GDP P3 200
Per capita growth rate 1987/88-1988/89 4,9%
Sectoral Growth Rates 1987/88
13,3%. (8.5% 1988/89)

Mining

despite the government’s determination

Cost of

living index rose by 10.4% (1987/88)
Source: Budget Speech 1989

Malawi

Budget looks for growth

-

with foreign

support

Expenditure is broken down between
MK 974,6 million for the

revenue ac-

development budget of MK 294
million about 9% up on last year’s out-

count, a

Like the tendentious Warren

not

Swaziland

Other Economic Indicators

The Commission regrets

the Bank’s
downplaying of the continents’s continuing crisis and its disregard of the social
costs of adjustment. The ECA’s own findings contradict those of the IBRD:
"strong reformers" had the worst not best
economic, let alone development, performances! Because of ongoing external and
ecological "shocks”, "any attempt to establish a one-to-one relationship between
growth trends and the adoption or nonadoption of structural adjustment
programmes is prone to over-simplifica-

corridor route via Tanzania is

-

of MK 270 million. Of the last, MK
15 million will be used to import maize for

turn

areas

still affected

by the mealie bug in-

festation and drought that devastated
food production in 1987; MK 20 million
will finance the rehabilitation of the

Nacala

railway through northern
Mozambique, which remains closed because of military activity by the rebel
Mozambique National Resistance
(MNR).
The

opening of transport links through
Mozambique is continuing to be
frustrated by rebel action and the north-

to cut costs.

Other allocations include:

education -26%; law and order -19%;
health -11%, and agriculture -8%.

Capital expenditure is projected

at SL

100 million, of which SL 59 million is

slated

to come

from donors and SL 49

million from local

resources.

Of the total,

transport receives 25%, agriculture 18%,
general administration 16% and education 13%. Projects singled out by Dlamini
are a US Agency for International
Development (USAID) scheme to expand commercial production; the extension of the main industrial complex at
Matsopha; plans to set up a science faculty at Swaziland University, with backing
from the European Development Fund,
and a West German-financed project to
rehabilitate a government-owned hospital.
Source: Facts and Reports,

Vol. 19, No.

1, 5 May, 1989
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INSIDE SOUTH AFRICA

Some Reflections
Total

on

the

Onslaught Strategy

Andrew G. Matheba

"Counter"

Strategy

The role of the "seeurocrats* is

The imminent

ascendency of the new
NationalParty leader and State President
of South Africa merits some discussion

as

liberal Press the new leader is "hugely
flexible" and thus is expected to move
more rapidly than his predecessor with

manifested in the total

onslaught strategy.
military
and it gained prominence when Mr P. W.
Botha became the Supreme Chief of

The latter is the brainchild of the

Defence and Head of Government and
State.

Structurally it is embodied in the

National Management System (NMS)
with its multiple committees. According
to

this strategy South Africa

is confronted
opposition from all sides
need to develop a counter

with determined
and hence the

strategy.
Such

a

strategy, the argument goes,

should be broad based. At

gested
ness

some

one

end, it sug-

form of military prepared-

and, at the other, the introduction of

measures

to

ameliorate the wretched

plight of the underprivileged. Through
the military dimension of the strategy
South Africa witnessed unprecedented
defence budget allocations as well as the
increasing participation of defence personnel in the

the

same

decision-making process. At
time, Mr Botha brought about

constitutional

changes, the tricameral

system. By consenting to participate in
the new system the Coloured and Indian

‘leaders’, like their counterparts in the
Homelands before them, literally became
party to the perpetuation of the order that
had always regarded them as inferior.
Afrikaner

Hegemony

As far as Blacks are concerned, their
enfranchisement was limited to local

"Unprecedented defence budget allocations"
it will

Pic. Paul

Weinberg/Afrapix

inevitably affect perceptions and
relations in the region. Moreover,
usher in a period of significant per-

new reforms. Another significant change
expected to be brought about by this new
leader concerns the role and influence of

sonality changes at the top of the NP
hierarchy. According to the so-called

the "securocrats" in the State Security
Council.

power
it will
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government in urban areas. Municipal
Councils and the tricameral system are

perceived as products of the National
Party .scheme of things which is about sustaining Afrikaner hegemony. These perceptions therefore contributed to the low
voter turn-out

and hence their ques-

tionable legitimacy.
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In Namibia almost similar

measures

devised. But here the government
went much further due to various factors:
were

the war

them readily

available in the country. The
defence budget that has been stretched to
cover costs over a

wide

area

would

no

against SWAPO, failure of the internal government to win credible support and the unrelenting international
condemnation of South Africa’s persisting occupation of that territory. South
Africa’s repeated forays into Angola
should therefore be seen as the logical
outcome of the total onslaught strategy.
The latest peace initiatives should also
be seen as an acknowledgement by the
authorities that the military option of the
strategy has not produced the desired

perception within governa total onslaught would
remain, long after Mr Botha has left
government. Thus it remains unlikely that
the repression wrought by the strategy

results. Neither is UNITA esconced in

would abate

power nor

SWAPO defeated. Attempts

to discredit SWAPO

by initiating

a

unilateral internal settlement has back-

fired and the government now seems
resigned to a SWAPO government.
When the

colony becomes independent,
it will be a high water mark that signifies
the end of a long and bloody chapter in
the history of colonial Africa.
In South Africa the praetorian influence led to greater repression and the
alienation of many whom the strategy was
designed to embrace. Once again the
political price eluded the government.
Predictably, the bloated bureaucracy,
coupled with considerable ‘fruitless
expenditure’ within the SADF and
general corruption within government
and the Homelands, gave the already embattled economy a heavy knock. The
strategy, as a result, had negative
economic consequences as well.
According to the terms of the Brazzaville Protocol, South Africa, like Cuba,
is to withdraw its troops from Namibia.
This would inevitably lead to the release
of some of the mo§t experienced and battie tested SADF

men

and thus render

longer be under those strains, instead the
operational area would be much smaller
and concentrated. As Namibia’s inde-

pendence is likely to have some impact on
South Africa’s political scene, it would be
naive to think that the main tenets of the
total onslaught strategy would change.
After all the
ment

that there is

nor

would the economic

problems that go with it soon depart. This
argument brings us to our first point, that
of change under de Klerk.
Reform of Apartheid?

The "liberal" Press relentlessly argues
for more reforms to the extent of hoping

for

more

reforms than

can

actually be

brought about by the

new leader. The
word ‘reform’ is used repeatedly,

presuming that if this could be brought
about "adequately", peace will blossom in
the country. It does not appear that such
people understand the life of the black
man under apartheid or that they have attempted to do so. The truth is that apartheid

cannot

the country

be reformed and

no one

in

is going to live peacefully as
long as we believe that it can be reformed.
Mr de Klerk, the leader of a party that
is firmly rooted to apartheid, cannot be
expected to move beyond the limits of
that ideology. He is sustained by it, it is his
source of power and to abandon it would
amount to abdicating. To move beyond
apartheid simply means eliminating it altogether and if de Klerk and his party are
prepared to do so, in other words to hand

political power to another party
anti-apartheid, then that would
be a great political miracle. But this is not
possible unless considerable pressure is
brought to bear on the government.
Hence my contention is that we should
not hope for much from the apartheid
National Party in the way of meaningful
change. Neither should we exaggerate the
level of reform that can be brought about
by Mr de Klerk even though he may be as
"hugely flexible" as the "liberal" Press
claims. He will be good as long as he is not
seen to be
dancing to the tune of any racial group except that of the Afrikaner
people. The latter, in other words, are not
going to give up all their privileges just to
assuage the wishes of the Press referred
to above, nor are they prepared to do so
without a fight. This is the unpalatable
over

which is

truth but it is truth nonetheless.

Political Solution
It is clear that the Cuito Cuanavale

debacle and the

war

against SWAPO has

done much to discredit the "hawks" within
the Army, i.e. those who had ardently

sought a military solution to the
"problem". Perhaps this would have the
carry-over effect and do much to diminish
the influence of the army on the State
Security Council. If the politicians are
given a freer hand in these matters than
has been the

case

hitherto then

our

problems are not as intractable as they
might seem.
Our problems are political in nature,
they are neither orchestrated by forces
from outside

nor as

fatalistic

as

the total

onslaught strategy claims. Blacks have
legitimate claims to South Africa just as
whites have. Thus it is up to the politicians
to come with solutions, not the
military. •
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FROM OUR SCHOLARS

Delusion and Disillusionment
IsSCL

Shivji

*the Hill’

Professor of Law at the University of Dar-es-Salaam

As I listened to Professor

MaUma,

on

Kighoma

Minister in the government of
the United Republic of Tanzania for the
a

last nine years and a former member of
staff in the Department of Economics at

Underdevelopment’ which later
developed into a widely read book,

ture. His swollen

Scholarship
Professor Szentes

was

We knew Professor Szentes had

worked around the clock to write his lecBut it was not

from

Hungary.

fingers testified to that.
only a testimony to his hard
also a testimony to com-

work; it

was

mitted

scholarship which

Self-imposed silence?
the

University of Dar es Salaam, give his
Inaugural Lecture recently,

Professorial

it reminded

me

of

a

similar occasion

He

was

head of the Department

of

Economics. Under him worked such persons as

the late Justinian

Rweyemamu

twenty years ago when I was a student. At

and Kassim Guruli and also Clive

that time

Thomas. With such

we

students, particularly the

radical ones, sat spellbound listening to
Professor Thomas Szentes dehver his

massive lecture

‘Political

(some two hours)
Economy
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on

the

people around, and
given the atmosphere of those days, the
Department of Economics was one of the
leading radical faculties.

was

the

hallmark of academics both Tanzanian
and expatriate, staff and students - of the
-

then

university campus, popularly and
fondly called ‘the Hill’. But times have
since changed.

of

,

-

J
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Whereas Professor Szentes’ theme of

‘underdevelopment’ had been the subject
of widespread public debate at the
university and elsewhere, the subject of
Professor Malima’s lecture. The Political

Economy of Devaluation, is only hurriedly whispered about in corridors, as if it
was a state secret. Internationally, Tanzania has gained the image of outspokenness against IMF-prescribed conditionalities, including devaluation. Inside the country the issue has never been
the subject of protracted public debate.
(Even the agreement is top secret). No
wonder then, that the professor-minister
decided to use a university forum to vent
his spleen, probably having been
frustrated and ignored by his party colleagues.
The lecture

premise

was

are

local currency.

and poor countries.

this

was not

the

case.

In fact it

was

his

professional colleagues in the Department

of Economics who seemed

to

find

the lecture most distasteful.

On the

one

hand devaluation makes

the domestic economic situation

a

the other hand, and at the same time,

living

conditions extremely unbearable for
the nationals of the devaluing
country, particularly the ordinary
people, who, by the nature of things,
no access

to foreign

‘young doctors and
professors’ in the Department of
Economics have become self-proclaimed

think-tankers of the World Bank and the
IMF. One student in a public lecture
described them as more IMF-oriented
than even the government

-

a

signatory of

agreement! I
-

true or

though I have

even overheard a
not, I cannot say, al-

reasons to

believe it

-

that

personages in the Department felt
that the Inaugural Lecture ought to have

some

paradise forforeigners as everything
becomes extremely cheap for those in
possession of foreign exchange. On
devaluation also makes the

Some of the

‘rumour’

exchattge,

been scrutinised first

by the Department
verify its professional (or otherwise)
quality! That a once radical department
of a radical university has sunk so low as
to play cheap politics with academics or,
depending on one’s viewpoint, risen so
high as to rub shoulders with the
IMF/World Bank, is itself a testimony to
the general prevailing conditions at the
university and in the country.
to

Once upon a

time, academics wrote
passionately in the classroom
for a cause; now they have to write nameless and colourless consultancy reports
for cash while all fight has evaporated.
and ‘fought’

Who

blame them? One has

can

lecture-rooms

to

live.

time, academics in full
sat

and discussed and

passed resolutions protesting against injustices and exploiters. Lawyers among
them

even

trekked downtown

to courts

in

defence of the

rights of the defenceless.
Now even seminars lack "quorums" and
lawyers drive downtown to sort out the
legal wrangles of racketeers or defend
oppressive employers against workers.
Once students would stamp the corridors
of faculties protesting at shoddy work of
their lecturers; now they collude in the
latter’s absenteeism from lecture halls
for fear of victimisation perhaps, or is it
in anticipation of being passed without

-

World Bank

was

the IMF

Despair

Once upon a

Understandably, the professor did not
emphasise the role of the ‘national’ rich,
filthy or otherwise, concentrating almost
exclusively on filthy ‘foreigners’. Be that
as it may, no one in his/her
right senses,
and with a modicum of patriotism, could
fault his basic common sense and practical arguments against devaluation. But

bitter. Its basic

something which should be
obvious to even a schoolboy, that devaluation, instead of being a panacea for the ills
of Tanzania, is in fact a slow poison to
prolong its death agonies. The sufferers
are the large majority. It is another way of
siphoning off surplus and the resources of
the country to the centres of imperialism
and into the pockets of a few filthy rich in
the country. In his own words:

have

they

required and expected to
Thus, in that
perspective also, devaluation then
serves as a new
form of neocolonialism or, as already alluded to
earlier, a mechanism for facilitating
unequal exchange between the rich
as

Top Secret

questions asked?
But all

be so bleak. Every cloud
lining. The Paukwa Theatre
group has continued to produce a number of plays focusing on socially significant issues. The Thursday evening
seminars of the History Department still
provide a forum for critical reflection
while a few students, at a great risk of vietimisation, occasionally protest and expose shoddy work of lecturers, even if
obliquely or through anonymous letters.
Thus the despair, apathy and self-aggrandisement that seems to have taken
hold of the beloved ‘hill’ is, hopefully, a
passing phase. For, how long can a people
take their own rape lying down?!
optimism of the will", a cynic may say. Perhaps. But, to paraphrase Lu Hsun, you
cannot blot out hope for hope belongs to
has

a

cannot

silver

the future.
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Let Them Eat Barbed Wire
Thandika Mkandawire
The Sahei is

a

victim of "disasters" that

strike the region with a regularity that is
immortalised in the biblical tales of the
"Seven

plagues" which includes famine,

floods,fires, epidemics etc. This, the
home of some of Africa’s greatest

I

civilisations, is now a theatre of some of the worst
human disasters and is slowly losing the
battle to the desert. Not surprisingly, the
region has attracted the philanthropic attention of quite a number of countries, organisations and individuals. Clearly any
proposals to solve the "Sahel Problem"
attract
attention.
Ecologists,
hydrologists, economists have all proffered solutions to the problems. Like
much of Africa, the Sahel has also attracted the attention of all sorts of quacks
with their own nostrums. Among these
are economists appearing in roles that
have been made the butt of popular jokes.
characterised
economics as a "dismal science". Time
has not done much to erode that image
Caroll Lewis

once

and current

practice and pronouncements by economists have in fact
bolstered the image. The subject still
brims of grisly social indifference curves
that map out society’s choice between
"guns and butter". And the current crisis
has somehow highlighted the essential
grimness of conventional economics. A
recent article in a reputable economics
journal takes the prize. Hans-Werner
Sinn in

an

Problem"
With the

article entitled "The Sahel

(Kyklos Vol 41, 1988 Fasc.2.).
use of a spuriously rigorous

mathematical model borrowed from

"crowding externality models used in
fisheries and road congestions models",
the author arrives at the conclusion that
the

problem of the Sahel is overcrowding
which is exacerbated by aid because it
reduces out-migration. The solution, according to him, is to support the more
richly endowed neighbouring countries
and migration from the Sahel to these
countries.
He then

Executive secretary of codesria

Real

help for the Sahel requires attacking causes of poverty, not the
symptoms and must take into account

the relevant economic

mechanisms that

influence the

population distribution. It would be
ideal if ways and means could be
found to set up guaranteed property
rights in land in the Sahel at a
reasonable cost.

To overstate the

instead

of
perhaps what is needed is
barbed wire to help the property
rights. Well defined property rights
would eliminate the main cause of
poverty and then, hopefully, agricultural efficiency would improve and
the remaining income disparities
case

-

would be reduced. Then despite its
unfavourable climate, the Sahel
would cease to be the almshouse of
Africa.
Herr Hans-Werner Sinn does not

ex-

what he considers
"reasonable costs" and considering that
he sees Sahelian people as just so many
fish and cars, they may not be very high.
We, however, do know from history that
"enclosures" have been costly even in
those areas where fertile land was plentiactly tell

us
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Hans-Werner Sinn is

is

no

satirist and he

joking. He is deadly serious. He
might just as well have proposed a much
simpler "Final Solution" - starve the poor
to death. That would definitely improve
per capita income, given the assumed
zero marginal productivity of the poor in
the Sahel, and would save on wire and
not

bullets.

Pragmatism
The sad

thing about all this is that the
proposals are not the mad concoctions of
a demented economist but part of a current intellectual posture especially
among economists. In these abstemious
times, this callousness passes for "pragmatism" and

"hardheadedness" and it

colours much of the current

thinking

ful. In the Sahel the results would be

about

simply Hitlerian in proportion.

and poverty. It is part of the new consensus that decries African states’ putatively

Starving the Poor

policy towards underdevelopment

"distributionist"

proclivities (minimum
food subsidies, free education,
regional balance, universal primary
health care and education etc) and urges

During the famine in Ireland, in the
18th century, there was a lot of writing
criticising or blaming the poor and their

wages,

large family sizes for the poverty.
bitterly satirical
"Modest Proposal" suggested that such
being the diagnosis of the roots of the
famine, one way to deal with famine

them

Jonathan Swift in his

would be to
He went

eat

on

the children of the poor.
describe the culinary

to

properties of baby meat. This, of course,
scandalised the sensibilities of the rich.

pontificates:

Thandika Mkandawire

bread

to

aim for

take

a more

"realistic" look and

high growth rates.

The mathematicised but nonetheless
scary,

ruminations of Sinn

theoretical rationalisation of

an

are

the

already

on-going process and precursor of worse
things to come or at least willed to come.
Already the rich in the Sahel are appropriating to themselves some of the irrigated lands. There are schemes to turn
39

of the Sahel into vast cattle ranches
producing lean beef for the

paris
for

Keynes, in

much cited statement, ob-

a

served:

cholesterol scared markets of the

their

The ideas

developed countries. These schemes require the kind of enclosures contained in
Sinn’s proposals.

water on the

right and when they are wrong, are
morepowerfid than is commonly itnderstood. Indeed, the world is mled

Southern Africa. The peasants were

who hear voices in the air,

by little else...Madmen in authority,

sub-

jeet to the various forms of nonequivalent
exchange but continued to have direct access to the means of production. It is
only
after independence that we see concerted

arc

space.

distill-

International media have

ing their frenzyfrom some academic
scribbler a fewiyears back.
It should
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tragic events as "border disputes". However the issues are more complex than that - relating as they do to environment, social systems and race.
Senegal and Mauritania share a common border marked
by the Senegal River.
The people on the banks of both sides of
the river are largely black and of the same
ethnic groups. Mauritania consists of the
described the

surprise if some

come as no

T

lo

only cast cold
politically insensitive and inhumane schemes such as those proposed
by Herr Sinn, but should also highlight the
complex historical and social processes
that have determined people’s use of

of economists and politiboth when they are

capital to the peasants, it never subsumed
the labour process in the way it did in

respective countries.

The events should not

cal philosophers,

If colonialism introduced merchant

massive repatriations of citizens from

MASSIF

them slaves to Senegal was a major source
of social tension and embarrassment to
the government

of Senegal. It is said Senghor had deliberately ignored the continued

practice of slavery within
Senegalese borders because of the need
to secure agreements among the Senegal
River states

Map of West Africa

\

efforts

finally bring the African
under the capitalist circuit of
production. This will involve massive land
alienation, fencing off large tracts of land
for private use etc. The political and
military means of enforcing this process
may not be spelt out yet. However we do
know that in Senegal there already have
to

peasantry

been clashes

over

land that will

soon

be

receiving water from two major dams.
In the current no-nonsense approach
to policy-making, concerns about human
suffering entailed by such policies might
seem a little too squeamish. The tough
"pragmatic" advice of the economists has

already led to

enormous suffering as
"shock treatments" are administered in
the

40

name

of

some

economic

theory.

policy-maker, especially in an internapicks up these
suggestions. Deprivation of the poor to
generate the necessary "push factors" for
outmigration from the Sahel can easily
enter the policy agenda of these international organisations in the name of environmental concern, poverty elimination
and international solidarity.
tional financial institution,

Postscript
Since

writing this article tragic events
place in two of the Sahelian
countries
Senegal and Mauritania.
have taken

-

More then three hundred lives have been

lost

during violence in both Senegal and

Mauritania against foreigners from either
of the two countries. There have been

-

Mauritania, Mali and

Senegal - for the co-financing of the huge
dams that are being built across the river.
The. drought and the damming of the
Senegal and the potential of the irrigation
of vast amounts of land along both sides
of the river has changed a lot of things.
First, the Mours who have been largely
nomadic, began to show greater interest
in the land along the Senegal for either
grazing or farming. This was likely to
bring them into conflict with the more
sedentary Blacks along the river.
In addition to that there

were

other in-

ternal racial

problems. Only last year a
number of Black military officers were executed for plotting to overthrow the largely Mour government. Mauritania’s
major poet, a Black, died under the most
miserable prison conditions. The
Senegalese press wrote extensively about
these
In
to

events.

April, Mauritanians were reported
Senegal, taken some

have cro.ssed into
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Senegalese hostages and killed two
sparked the conflict was the

others. What

It may

also be worth pointing out that

contradiction between

part of the adjustment in state policies,
both countries have accepted privatisa-

of the erstwhile nomadic

tion of the

pastoral interests
people and the
land rights of the sedentary population.
Compounding matters was the fact that
despite the existence of the border, the
people of both sides of the river tended to
have traditional rights to land on both
sides of the river

farming was

so

a norm.

that

cross

border

as

ownership of hitherto communal land. Consequently, there has
been quite lot of agitation about communal land rights on both sides of the
river.
It

in

highly charged atmosphere
shooting of two Senegalese took
place. Senegalese responded to the news
of the shooting by looting Mauritanian
was

a

that the

shops which have conlrolled rclail business. Radio France wrongly reported that
hundreds of Mauritarians had been killed

during the looting when in fact no killing
had yet taken place. Mauritanians
responded by killing 200 Senegalese
within a twenty-four-hour period.
Senegalese, in their turn, turned on
Mauritanians in Senegal, killing more
than 50 of them. All this led to massive

repatriation of Mauritanians and
Senegalese to their respective
countries.
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Foreign Policy and Revolution; The

Creation of Tanzania
Reviewed

Babu, the Zanzibari

revolutionary leader, wrote his preview of
the US role in the 2Lanzibar revolution of

{Africa Now, April, 1984),

Africanists have been waiting with baited
breath for his definitive analysis of that
watershed event and the consequent
union between the islands and Tan-

ganyika forged a quairter of a century ago.
Babu was a central and most perceptive
participant in those crucial moments in
the decolonisation of Zanzibar and of
East Africa in
ments

general. American docu-

which have become available

(partial) Freedom of Information Act at the Johnson Library in Texas
promised to lay naked the American
manipulation of the revolution and the
under the

union.
Role of the US

from

promoting Pan-Africanism, the
has deterred
neighbouring African countries from
joining it.
The book also reproduces, in an appendix, Babu’s previously published
analysis of the events leading to the
revolution {Africa Events, March/ April,
1988). This is the first historical account
by a participant since Okello’s egotistical
piece published more than two decades
ago, and it is certainly much more
profound. Babu recognizes the various
classes that had emerged in Zanzibar
union conceived in secrecy

under colonial

rule, but he

primary contradiction
tween

Zanzibaris

as a

as

sees

In the event,

write

a

very

Babu has chosen merely
brief introduction to the

book in which he sets out his own
on

position

the "US orchestration of the overthrow

of the Zanzibar revolution" through the
"arbitrary creation" of the union without
consulting the people. He argues that the
union was instigated by the US to
neutralise Zanzibar’s revolutionary
potential and ensure the political survival
of Tanganyika’s Nyerere and Zanzibar’s
Karume, and that in this conspiracy
African leaders allowed themselves to be

manipulated in the service of superpower
interests.
The union tried to mix neo-colonial

Tanganyika and revolutionary Zanzibar
which, like oil and water, would not mix.
It ended in protecting Karume’s brutal
dictatorship in Zanzibar, and ultimately
subjected Zanzibar to the equally dietatorial powers of the party bosses in
Dodoma. The net result has been that far

42

Nyerere - shaped in a "neo-colonial
mould"?

the

being that be-

whole and British

imperialism. While this is certainly correct, it is difficult to talk of "left” and
"right" in Zanzibar politics without
reference to the class character of these

to

London, 1989)

by Abdul H. Sheriff

Ever since A. M.

1964

Amrit Wilson (Pluto Press

or to argue, as Babu does, that
the ebb and flow of the century-long

factions,

struggle for freedom depended merely on
the strength and character of the prevail-

familiar offer of "food aid" for

political

ends, and the attempt by Frank Carlucci,
former American Consul in Zanzibar and
later US

Secretary of Defence under
Reagan, to bribe Karume with "a gift of

dynamic proportions which would appeal
him personally", namely, a helicopter
with an American pilot.
to

ing leadership, which, if true, has to be explained in materialist terms.

Incomplete Story

Bribery

Valuable as these documents are (although their value has been diminished by
that cute American euphemism,
"sanitisation" for censorship, which shows

The rest of the book consists of a

com-

pilation by Amrit Wilson of a selection of
a light sprinkling of oral interviews with Babu and a
few other participants and observers,
loosely held together by connecting
paragraphs. These documents, letters
and telegrams to and from the US State
Department, certainly reveal an amazing
amount of often very crude machinations
by the Americans, who were new to the
region m the 1960s, to deal with a revolutionary situation within their cold war
strait-jacket. The crudest were the now

American documents and

the limit of American freedom of infor-

only one side
of American
perceptions in an area in which the
Americans saw themselves as a "junior
partner" to shore up British influence on
behalf of the West (pp. 28, 31).
Throughout the book one comes across
repeated American attempts to get the
British to take a lead, but we get little explanation of their thinking - for example,
on why they did not intervene in Zanzibar
but did so to save the regimes of Nyerere,
seem to give
of the story: a monologue

mation), they
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Kenyatta and Obote when they were
by army mutinies. It is not clear if
such documents exist in another part of
the Johnson Library and have not been
exploited; if they do not, then we may
have to wait until 1994 to lay our hands on
British documents when the 30-year rule
on the events of 1964 expires.
rocked

which the Americans sketched in the
union.
In fact the first
came

The central issue of the book
course,

whether the union

digenous African initiative
American creation

to

is, of
in-

was an

or an

subvert the Zan-

zibar revolution. That the Americans
were

scared stiff about the

possibility of a

"second Cuba" off the East African coast
there is little doubt. The documents also
make clear the extent to which

Nyerere
and Kenyatta shared this fear: the degree
to which there was a commonality of interests between their governments and
the US to control the

revolutionary spark

in Zanzibar shows the neo-colonial

mould in which

they had been shaped.

But the documents contained in the book

do

not

were.

sustain the argument

East Africa

was a

that,

tabula

as

it

rasa on

a

week of the revolution

January 17, and it

came

on

from Zanzibar

President Karume, Vice President Hanga
and Foreign Minister Babu in their discussion with

Tanganyika’s Foreign Mini(p.l8), motivated perhaps
by the desire to safeguard the new regime.
As late as March 5 Nyerere was still unenthusiastic about it (p.48). Kenyalta was
also opposed to a union between Kenya
and Zanzibar because he apparently
ster

Common Interests

within

suggestion of the union

Kambona

feared that

a

of his

coast

own

combination of the Swahili
and those of Zanzibar

would upset

his tribal balance, (p.89)
Prospects of a wider East African fcderation was also "unpromising" according to
an American assessment as late as
April
15. (p.67) Therefore, when the union
began to materialise on April 18/19 (when
Nyerere blackmailed Karume to agree to
the union by threatening to withdraw the
300 Tanganyikan police protecting him)
(p.74), the Americans did not seem to be
calling the shots but were thankful that
the Tanganyikan leaders were at last accomplishing what was so convenient to
them.

Contradictions
There

also

couple of other indicadespite the neo-colonial
of the Tanzania regime, it was

are

a

tions that
character
not

such

an

obedient tool in the hands of

the Americans. The

question of rccognidespite Bonn’s threat to
withdraw its aid, and the expulsion of
Carlucci from Zanzibar despite a vehement American protest, show that while
imperialism is a powerful force, it creates
tion of the GDR

its

own

contradictions With the client

which

wriggle to advance their own
they can, in conformity with, and sometimes in opposition to

states

intcre.sts whenever

the interests of their masters.
The book under review has made

a

valuable contribution to the

study of
by
making available the raw American documents to the wider public, the only ones
which are public until the British, Tanganyikan and Zanzibar documents bedecolonisation and neo-colonialism

available. However,

this little book,
deliberately limited contribution
in it, does not free Babu from his responsibility in providing posterity with a
definitive analysis of the eventful days of
come

with his

1964.

•

Nicaragua - Testing the Water
Catholic Institute for International Relations

Reviewed

by Chris Mclvor

As the

Nicaraguan Minister for Water
preface to this slim
volume, the fight for adequate water and
sanitation facilities in Nicaragua has been
a
major part of the post-independence
struggle in his country, as important in
many ways as the war against the
American-backed Contras seeking to
destroy the Sandinista revolution of 1979.
Despite the progress made since that
time, water-borne diseases still remain
the major killer in Nicaragua, as in most
Third World countries throughout the
globe. As usual it is the rural masses who
indicates in the
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Catholic Institute for International Relations

suffer most. Between 30-50% of infant
deaths in rural

areas are

caused

by diar-

rhoeal diseases and intestinal
much of which is

habitants had

infections,
preventable if rural in-

access

to

a

clean and

regular water supply.
Neglect of the Poor
The economic and

political background responsible for this state of affairs
will be recognizable to Southern African
readers. The concentration of wealth in
the hands of
poorer

a

rural

few and the
areas

neglect of the
in the pre-inde¬

pendence period, the contrast between
the rich farms of the fertile valleys owned

by a few absentee landlords and the
poverty-stricken homesteads of the
peasantry on poorer, marginal soils
presents a familiar scenario. Claimed one
traditional midwife, interviewed in rural
Nicaragua shortly after the revolution.
People in the isolated villages say
that they used to bury "little angels"
every week. That’s what they call a
baby who dies in its first seven days.
All my children were bom O.K., but
43

only five out of the twelve are still
alive. The others died
young of
worms,

had not been made
explicit. The

diarrhoea and fever.

tant as the

Although various sporadic and

unco-

ordinated attempts had been made
by the
Nicaraguan water authorities to improve

facilities in rural

during the first few
years of independence, it was in 1984 that
discussions took place between the Ministry of Health, the Nicaraguan Institute
for Water Supply and the Catholic Inareas

provision

This

village has good water now.
Everyone knows that and we know

ofinformation and training was as impor-

and

provision of actual supplies

-

what it’s like in other

equipment. Thus rural teachers were
asked to contribute by
including basic
facts on the importance of
good

and sanitation

in

as

Here, the villagers take responsibility
for the system’s operation and
repairs, because it’s our water after

water

part of the curriculum

village schools. Training in local

places, with

kids dyingfrom diarrhoea and so on.

pump

stitute for International Relations who
were

operating

a technical assistance
in the country. It was decided
that a pilot project would be set
up in one
of the neglected rural
provinces, and that

programme

this would function

corporated into
successes

as a

model to be in-

national plan once its
and failures had a chance to
a

materialise. The site chosen was the
province of Baoco in the centre of the
country, typical of much of the harsh
mountainous environment of
Nicaragua.
There

are more

than 250 small niral

communities in the

province, but
only 25% have water installations. In
most

communities

people draw

directly from rivers, streams or
unprotected hand-dug wells. The
aims of the project were to establish
routine water quality
monitoring and
supply maintenance in the province’s
water

rural rather than urban

com-

munities.

Local

Participation Encouraged

One of the

successful programme was the need to involve local inhabitants as much as
possible in the construction and maintenance
of water facilities. This investment in time
and energy by

Main roads

major factors identified in a

villagers in improving their

conditions would guarantee their
continued interest in the project. At the
same time a
programme of popular
education was also seen as essential.
own

Previous wells, pumps,

standpipes, etc.,
constructed in rural areas had fallen into
a state of
disrepair partly because of the

inability of the local community to maintain them and partly because the connection between good health and clean

water

Map of Nicaragua

maintenance and simple monitoring of
supplies was provided to elected
committees at village level,
Problems were encountered, however.
during the initial stages with certain comwater

mittees reluctant
to a

to commit their

labour

project they were uncertain about.
But as infant
mortality began to decline
among villages with improved water supplies and sanitation the project team
began to receive more frequent requests
from those which had previously been indifferent. As one villager commented:

all, if we don’t bother, why should
anyone else?
Zimbabwe pursues its own water
areas this book is a useful
contribution to the debate on what kind
As

plans in rural

of strategy to

adopt. Perhaps the central

message from Nicaragua’s attempt to address this problem is the
necessity to involve local inhabitants in the

projects

which are supposed to benefit them: "Unless people are asked to contribute as

equal partners in a programme of
development all projects, no matter how
well

intentioned,

are

bound

to

fail."

•
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SPORTS AND POLITICS
\

w

Integration or Equality of
Opportunity?
Thabo Phiri
Athletics in Zimbabwe since the
colonial years

has always been a minority

sport in terms of popular support. In fact,
with the exception of soccer, no sport in
Zimbabwe has

enjoyed mass following.

cial groups

athletics was a minority sport
largely confined to mining and rural communities. Given its lack of support from
urban-centred financiers, it was doomed
to minority status regardless of prevailing

Al

athletics competition

for primary
recently held at the new National
Sports Stadium in Harare, white participants were conspicuous by their aban

schools

senee.

This incensed two senior govern-

A clash of traditions

In the white

community, cricket and

rugby

were the favourite sports for the
masses. Soccer had a similar status

the black majority. The advent of
independence did not alter the white
predilection for cricket and rugby and
among

that of blacks for

soccer.
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For the two

ra-

political dispensations,
The reader might ask why, in view of
my relegation of athletics to the
periphery, I chose it as the topic of this artide. The reasons go beyond the status
and significance of the sport in Zim-

officials the Permanent Secretary
in the Ministry of Sport, Youth and Culture, Zuwa Makoni and his counterpart
in the Ministry of Primary and Secondary
Education, Isaiah Sibanda.

babwe.

tured

ment

The

-

two

officials whose anger was cap-

by television

cameras

ranted

on

45

about the

unacccptability of such a
prejudice on the
part of whites. The education secretary

manifestation of racial

stated that administrative
would be taken to

whites at such

measures

the presence

ensure

of

gatherings.

The issue of race in Zimbabwe under-

standably evokes strong emotions given
the history of the country. What is disturbing, however, is that very often a
strong impression is given by politicians
and government officials that the war was
fought to achieve racial integration as opposed to equality of opportunity.
When whites fail to attend political rallies or mbc with blacks socially, this is seen
as a sign of ingratitude by a people who
have not accepted the hand of reconciliation extended to them at independence.
Anyone familiar with the history of
Zimbabwe would be naive
attitudes nurtured

to

believe that

generations can
political
emancipation. A few sociological truths
over

vanish with the attainment of
^

about the situation in Zimbabwe have to
be stated,
With the advent of

independence
sought refuge in exclusive schools
and hospitals as the new black government moved swiftly to dismantle segregation. They were soon joined at these exelusive schools by children of the burgeoning black elite who were equally
anxious that their offspring receive a real
or imaginary patrician education. Thus
feelings of class snobbery were engendered and in the case of whites buttressed by racial attitudes learned from
whites

their parents,
It is not the

aspiration of the children
of the elite to mix with the proletariat and
peasants either in sport or in those public
demonstrations of loyalty and patriotism
that rallies are meant to be. The profound
racial dimension

to

human relations in

Zimbabwe should not obscure the more
important phenomenon of the development and crystallisation of social groups

referred to above, the children of the
were also conspicuous by their

black elite

absence. It is unrealistic

to

enforce

by ad-

ministrative fiat, social interaction between children of diverge socio-economic

backgrounds. This amounts to an attempt
to impose egalitarian norms on a society
that has inherent inequalities.
As long as these inequalities persist, it
would be both futile and illogical for
government officials and politicians to expect genuine multi-racialism in sport and
other spheres of human activity. A
dangerous consequence of public calls
for whites to be involved in the
mainstream of socitil activities is a per-

petuation of the view that essentially
blacks want to integrate with whites.
The emphasis should be on upgrading
sports and other facilities at all schools instead of clamouring for integration and
reinforcing a psychologically crippling inferiority complex among the young
blacks.

•

along class lines. At the athletics meeting
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the SAFES Regional
Co-ordinating Committee Meeting,
Harare 20-21 May, 1989
on

The Southern Africa Folitical and

I

I
1
■

I

j
I

Economy Series
(SAFES) held its Annual Regional Co-ordinating Committee
Meeting recently to review progress on work accomplished in
the year 1988 and to plan for 1989-1990, particularly with
respect to research networking, national working groups and
the question of publications in the social sciences in the region.
The Regional Co-ordinating Committee draws its members
from all countries of the SADCC region, Namibia and South
Africa. The Harare meeting was attended
by participants from
Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe,

Delegates from Tanzania, Swaziland, Mozambique and

Angola could

not attend because of travel difficulties.

Other matters discussed

institutional

during the meeting related to the
networking, collaboration and co-operation

between SAFES and other academic and research

institutions; and co-operation amongst social scientists in the
region. To this effect a working committee comprising of Mafa
Sejanamane, Balefi Tsie, Harry Nengwekhulu and Mapopa
Chipeta was instituted to work out the modalities of
interaction between SAFES and other institutions in the
region, in all matters related to research, information

exchange, publications and visiting fellowship programmes; a
number of these programmes will be
supported by SAFES
with immediate effect. It was also agreed that SAFES should
continue to provide all the secretarial services to AAFS
Southern Africa and its individual national
chapters.
As a matter of immediate importance, the committee
identified several priority research areas, namely:
Froblems and Frospects of Regional
Co-operation,
SADCC and the FTA (Sector Studies).
Technology and Industrial Development in Eastern
•

A SAFES

and Southern Africa.

•
•

•
•

•

The Land Question,

Agriculture and Rural
Development in the SADCC Region.
The Labour Movement and Agrarian Labour Frocess.
Structural Adjustment and Debt in the SADCC
Region.
Fost-Apartheid Southern Africa.
Frospects for an Independent Namibia within SADCC.
The History of National Liberation Movements in
Southern Africa.

•

Gender Issues and
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Development.

monitoring team

Namibia to be headed by
purpose of the SAFES
Namibia monitoring team would be to follow the process of
decolonisation in Namibia and keep the social science
community in Southern Africa informed about the trend of
Gilbert Mudenda

was

on

also set up.

The

events.

The

Co-ordinating Committee also discussed the work of
Chapters and the question of their
participation at the bi-annual AAFS Conference in Khartoum
the AAFS National
-

September 18-21,1989.

Announcement
Visiting Research Fellowship Programme
Applications are invited from senior African Scholars in the
Social Science, Humanities, Education, Law and
Environmental Sciences for the status of visiting research
fellow in the Institute of Southern African Studies at the
National University of Lesotho. Young African scholars who
have shown

promising and outstanding .scholarship will also

be considered.
Procedure for Application

Applicants are requested to submit their Curriculum Vitae,
a detailed research
proposal for the study they wish to
pursue during the period of their affiliation with the Inslllulc.
Visiting Fellows are expected to stay for a period of six to
and

twelve months.

Guidelines

During the period of their affiliation with the Institute, the
visiting fellows are expected to participate in ISAS research
activities and teach in their field(s) of specialisation. When
their affiliation expires fellows are expected to
provide ISAS
with either an article for journal publication or a
manuscript
for monograph.
<
Travel

•

•

NEWSLETTER

to

The Institute will pay for a return
economy ticket from and
the country of origin plus local travel and subsistence

allowance,

at

going University

rates.

Accommodation

Where
at

possible, the Universily will provide accommodation

subsidized rental.

Application Deadline

Closing date for the 1989/90 Academic Year is the 15th July,
1989, applications should include three letters of reference
and should be

sent to:

The Director

Institute of Southern African Studies
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National

economic crisis. Thus the

University of Lesotho

right to self-determination remains
right but seems to be exhausted because of unequal
development; various nationalities are denied democratic
rights and their nationalism adopts a dual structure; one
progressive, the other reactionary.
Popular struggles on the other hand generate their own

P.O. Roma 180

a

Lesotho

Tel:

(050) 340247, (050) 340601

Tlx: 4393 LO

Telg: Uniter

the SAPES/ACLS
Conference on Comparative
Report

on

Constitutionalism
The Southern Africa Political

Economy Series (SAFES)

and the American Council of Learned Societies

co-hosted the African

regional institute

Constitutionalism in Africa". This
in

a

was

on

(ACLS)
"The State and

the fourth conference

series of six internationd institutes

Constitutionalism
series

were

held

Harare institute

covered

on Comparative
organised by ACLS. (The first three in the
in the U.S., Uruguay and Thailand.) The

the State and Constitutionalism in Africa

on

main

topics: the Experience of
Society, Nation
Building and Constitutionalism, The National Question,
Secession and Constitutionalism, The Military and
Constitutionalism
One-Party and Multi-Party System in
seven

Constitutionalism and the State in African

,

African Constitutionalism, Social Movements and
Constitutionalism and Movements for National Liberation
and Constitutionalism. The institute

scholars and

attended

by forty
practitioners, three quarters of who were from
was

Africa and the others

came from North and South America,
Asia, Europe and the Caribbean. Their expertise covered a

wide spectrum

of disciplines, such as law, political science,
political economy and history. Representatives from the Ford
Foundation (which sponsored the conference) and from
SAFES Trust (the African co-host) were also in attendance.
The opening session of the conference, based on a keynote
address by a prominent African scholar, Issa Shiyji, on "The
Experience of Constitutionalism and the State in Africa: A
New Democratic Perspective" broke new ground in the
formulation of constitutionalism and democracy. Shivji
outlined the range of debates on constitutionalism in Africa
which largely takes two forms; one championed by
constitutional lawyers with emphasis on legal democracy and
the other by political economists on the left who espouse
popular democracy as a process of struggle.
In Shivji’s analysis, liberal democracy based on hberal
democratic constitutions inherited at independence, have
totally failed in Africa because of the compradorial ruling class
which lacks a world view of judicial structures commensurate
with liberalism. The comprador ruling class uses state power
without any recourse to protection of civil liberties; people’s
rights are not mediated and articulated in ideology.
Consequently, the liberal democratic constitutions adopted at
independence are quickly abandoned in favour of
authoritarianism, itself inherited from the colonial
authoritarian

designed to perpetuate imperialism.
struggle for self-determination is
by imperialism largely buttressed by the deepening
structures

Thus the nationalist
hindered
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central

democratic forms and embrace all forms of law, channels of

popular participation, principles of organisation from below,
the relationship between the state and civil society, and the
existence in civil society of autonomous organisations. A
democratic perspective on constitutionalism would thus
include national self-determination, democratic governance,
right to organise and individual and collective rights to include
the right to life with access to basic human needs. Such rights
and such a constitution can only come about through struggles
of working people - democratic rights are not just given but
are fought for and won. Constitutionalism thus not only
becomes a technical process whereby legal experts draw up a
list of rights and formulations outlining the powers of the state
and the civil society, but rather it is a political process
characterised by struggles between various social categories
within society.
The subsequent sessions discussed in detail actual specific
issues such as the question of self-determination,
nation-building, multi-partyism and the role of the military,

]

and social movements and liberation movements in the

i

constitution of the

,

j

post-colonial state and the development of

constitutionalism in Africa.
Several

studies

were considered ranging from
long tradition of nationhood like Egypt,
Morocco, Tunisia and Ethiopia to those that have no
pre-colonial history of statehood, such as Ivory Coast,
Tanzania, Sudan, Nigeria, Mozambique, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Botswana, Senegal, Guinea and Namibia, which is in the
process of attaining nationhood. The African experience has
shown that there is an obvious disjuncture between the
pohtical behaviour of regimes and the adopted constitutions.
Three important developments were isolated as the main
characteristics of African Constitutionalism, namely the
growth of presidential powers (both under military or civilian
regimes), the tendency towards one-party dominance and the
emphasis on centralisation of power coupled with the politics
of succession. To a large measure all these tendencies were
closely associated with the broader question of economic
development.
As was to be expected from a conference of this nature
dealing with highly contentious issues, a number of questions

case

countries that have

!

a

remained unanswered. For instance, the correlation between
constitutions, constitutionalism and democracy were taken as

implicit but not fully examined and established. If, for example,
conformity between authoritarian economic and
political processes and the constitution, would such a
conjecture correspond to constitutionalism? In addition, if a
direct correlation exists between economic growth and
political development, how can one explain the present
disjuncture between economic liberalisation and the

I

|

j

^

j

I

|

there is

authoritarian

state

in Africa and the Third World?
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Furthermore, why, for example, have virtually all nationalist
movements

and movements of national liberation demobilised

immediately upon the attainment of independence? If
developmental dictatorships have failed to deliver
"development", are liberal democracies, the current aspiration
of most developing countries, likely to succeed? Finally, what
constitutes the National Question in the African context? Is
there an inherent progression from a constituted state to ä

Henriette Diabate

Abdelali Doumou

National

Morocco

University of

Cote d’Ivoire
Cote d’Ivoire

Julio Faundez

Carmen Gonzålez

University of Warwick

Centro de Estudios sobre

Africa y
Cuba

constitutional state?
One concrete result of the Harare Conference

formation of

was

the

el Medio Oriente

steering committee, with SAFES as its
secretariat, to launch a project on "The State and

John Grimond

Constitutionalism in Africa"

The Economist

University of Toronto

United

Canada

a

as an

African initiative

to

follow

up in a more detailed manner on some of the critical questions
raised during the deliberations. The steering committee

comprises of Issa Shiyji, Abdullahi An-Na’im, Ibbo Mandaza
and Baubacar Barry. The committee shall formulate a precise
project which will broadly include studies of Southern Africa,
contested regions, social movements, political regimes and
democracy, the nation-state and democracy, regrouping and
federalism and the national question and democracy. In
addition, the steering committee charged Issa Shiyji with the
responsibility of editing the papers presented at the
conference into a book to be published by SAFES to facilitate
wider distribution and circulation.

List of

participants to the African
Regional Institute on Comparative
Constitutionalism
May 22-25,1989
Harare, Zimbabwe
Akinola

Aguda

Nigeria

Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na’im

University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon
Canada

Reg Austin

Boubacar

University of Zimbabwe

CODESRIA

Barry

Eboe Hutchful

Kingdom

Lansiné Kaba

Feter

University of Illinois

Southern Africa

USA

Research
Yale

Mohmood Mamdani

American Council of

Makerere

Learned Societies

Uganda

Mahmoud Ben Romdhane

Egypt

Tunisia

Ibbo Mandaza

K. A.

AAFS Southern Africa/

Office of the

SAFES

Attorney-General

Zimbabwe

Lesotho

Athaliah Molokomane

Walter. F.

University of Botswana

Frinceton

Botswana

USA

Charles Mwalimu

Sam C.

Library of Congress

Victoria

Addis Ababa

University

Ethiopia

H.W.O.

Okoth-Ogendo

Institute for State Law
USSR

Jamaica
Kumar

Academy of Science

USSR

The

Rupesinghe

Research

•

Brookings Institution
Washington D.C.
USA

Kingdom

Melanie Beth Oliviero

USA

Legal Reform Division

Deng

Nolutshungu
University of

Learned Societies

Eileen Boxill

Francis

Murphy

American Council of

International Feace

Veniamin Chirkin

Maope

Manchester

Kenya
Beyene

University

USA

United

Tahseen Basheer

Asmalash

Froject
University, USA

Stanley N. Katz

USA

Senegal

Katjavivi

Institute, Oslo

Chai-Anan

Samudavanija

Institute of Fublic

Folicy Studies

Norway

Thailand

Issa

Yerirn Thiam

Shiyji
University of Dar

es

Senegal

Salaam
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Sanford

Ungar

Ernest Wamba-dia-Wamba

School of

University of Dar

es

Salaam

Communications
American

University

The research project on "The Mozambican
Miner",
prepared and carried out in 1976/77, directed by Dr Ruth First
and Dr Aquino de Braganca, allowed a clear definition of the
CEA’s lines of research, centred on two fundamental
points:
•
the study of socio-economic conditions in
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Mozambique;
study of the Southern African region as a whole.
"The Rhodesian Question" and the
problematic of
unemployment in Maputo were other important studies
carried out in this phase.
With the appointment of Ruth First as the CEA’s Director
of Research in 1978, there
began, as from the 1979/1980
period, the training of national cadres in development studies,
with the goal of preparing Mozambicans to work on
problems
related to the social and economic
development of the
country, through a combination of training and research into
concrete problems, and their later
publication.
Although the CEA had been structured on a basis of
Mozambican graduates, the need to
keep certain university
courses
functioning, where there was a shortage of lecturers,
absorbed the greater part of this initial nucleus, and thus broke
it up. This was why the CEA,
although it had a good team of
foreign collaborators, saw its staff of national researchers
reduced to just two Mozambicans.
The "History Workshop" was born in
1980/1981, with the
aim of researching and
publishing the experience of the armed
national liberation struggle in
Mozambique. This developed
from a broader research
project on Mozambican history
entitled "From Nationalism to Socialism". The
workshop
contributed to the creation and
training of a nucleus of
Mozambican researchers, who
today represent a considerable
percentage of the Mozambicans working in this institution.
•
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in this area, such as the course on the transformation of
the
rural economy, as well as
undertaking research activities
linked to the previously established
goals.

After the murder of Ruth First in 1982, the CEA faced some
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•

Briefing

on

the Centre for African
Studies

Eduardo Mondlane

University, Maputo, Mozambique
The Centre of African Studies
(CEA), of the Eduardo
Mondlane University (UEM), began its activities in
February,
1976, a few months after Mozambican independence. Its basic
aim was to carry out studies on
Mozambique, in the context of
southern Africa.
Under the leadership of Dr Aquino de
Braganca, the CEA
began its work with a small nucleus of nine Mozambicans
recently graduated in History and Law, in a process of training
its cadres through research.
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continuing giving courses on development
However, it did continue to provide intensive courses

In 1986, the director of the CEA,
Aquino

de Braganca, died
tragically in the Mbuzini disaster. The management of the
CEA was ensured by the
deputy director, Jose Mota Lopes,
until the appointment of Colonel
Sergio Vieira as the new
director, in June 1987.
Strengthening National Research Cadres and Co-operation
with other institutions.
The years 1987/88 can be characterised
by an
number of Mozambican researchers

increase in the
employed by the CEA or
associated with particular projects, as well as
by the start of
new research
activities, in co-operation with other
Mozambican and foreign institutions.
In 1987, in
co-operation with Mozambique’s "Higher
Institute of International Relations"
(ISRI), the CEA
prepared a seminar on "The Vectors of the Foreign Policy of
the Mozambique Liberation Front", the results of which were
presented and published at the seminar "In Memory of Aquino
de Braganca and Ruth First" held in
Maputo in January 1988.
SAPEMJUNE, 1989

The

participation of ISRI students in this project, as
positive. It led to this
experience being generalised to other projects under way at
the CEA in 1988, thus allowing the teaching staff at the
Eduardo Mondlane University, and students on higher
courses at other institutions, to be able to take an active
part
in the research process, seeking to combine
training with
research. It thus became a normal practice in the CEA’s work
to organise seminars related to the projects under way.
In 1988 the following seminars were held in the framework
associates of the CEA, was very

of the CEA’s research:
•

Seminar FBC/CEA,

•

Seminar in memory

January, Maputo
of Aquino de Braganca and Ruth
First, January, Maputo
•
Seminar FBC/CEA, November, Binghamton
Research Work Under Way
The experience of the work done at the Centre of African
Studies has shown that the best way of reaching the desired
level of co-ordination is through the growing involvement of
the various researchers and departments in the projects
already under way or about to be started. This was the method
of work adopted at its beginning, with excellent results.
The CEA currently functions with the following
departments:
-

-

the Information and Documentation

Department

In the

the
-

joint FBC/CEA seminar held in 1988 in New York,
priority areas for 1989 were defined as:
the study of the regional dimension
better definition of the forces in conflict

-

a

-

the effects of the

war

of destabilisation

in-depth case studies.

-

It is

this basis that

on

some

studies in the various

departments of the CEA are to be developed or deepened.
(b) The Work and Thought of Samora Machel
This project was begun in 1988 and it covers three
principal
area of reflection: the
guerrilla struggle; economic and social
development; and international and regional relations in the
theory and practice of Samora Machel.
Some practical problems have led to the interruptions of the
project until 1990, when a seminar should be held to present
the research results so far. This will be a joint activity with the
University of Brasilia.
Class Transformations in the Mozambican

Agrarian

Structure
This

project was started in 1988 by the DQTPCS. This year

it should take up once more the study of the problematic of
the Mozambican miner, the study that was begun by the CEA
in 1977,

but

now

focusing

miner,

as a

taken

shape through the
by the apartheid

on

the oscillating position of the

result of the policy of counter-sanctions which has
acts of

expulsion/repatriation

(DID)
the Department of Theoretical and Practical Questions

effected

of the

the peasantry in the country.
The results of this work will also be applied in the case
study
in the project that the CEA is carrying out with the FBC.

Building of Socialism (DQTPCS)
the Strategic Studies Department (DEE)
the Contemporary History Department (DHC)
the Southern Africa Department (DAA)
the Mozambican Foreign Policy Department (DPEM)
the Administration and Finance Department (DAF)
The CEA currently has two joint research projects under
way, involving all the departments:
(a) Southern Africa 1975-2000
The aim of this project is to study the
development of
southern Africa from the mid-1970s to a future, post-apartheid
situation. This implies analysing the transformations that have
occurred or those which may eventually prove viable at the
level of each one of the countries that together make
up
southern Africa, and at the level of the region as a whole,
within these chronological limits. It also implies
identifying the
forces and interests that are in conflict
politically,
economically, socially and militarily in southern Africa, at the
national and regional levels, as well as regards the
integration
of the region into the world economy.
This project is being carried out in co-operation with the
Fernand Braudel Centre (FBC) of the State
University of New
York (SUNY). It has been made possible thanks to finance
-

-

-

-

-

from the Ford Foundation.
As

regards the input from the CEA, the project involves all
departments, and also the collaboration of associate
researchers on a part-time basis.
its
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carried out in this

area on

state. Other studies have been
the development of the situation of

Mozambique and Frelimo - from the Fourth to the Fifth
Congresses
This project was also started in 1988, and its purpose is to
contribute to the study of the socio-economic transformations
that have taken place in the country over the past five years. It
should continue this year with two case studies - Boane
(Maputo province), and Mueda (Cabo Delgado province).
The results of this work will be applied in the case study in
the project that the CEA is carrying out with the FBC.
New

Two

Projects for 1989

joint projects should be started in 1989. The first,
on "Security and
Development in Southern Africa", will be
carried out in collaboration with the Interdisciplinary Centre
for Research into Peace and Security, CIPRES, of Paris, with
finance from various European institutions. A second project
should also begin this year, in co-operation with the Centre for
Strategic Studies of the New University of Lisbon.
The Mozambican Foreign Policy Department should this
year commence a study on "Relations between TANU and
FRELIMO during the Armed National Liberation Struggle in
Mozambique".
At the same time an embryonic "Women’s Studies Nucleus"
will be set up, which should later give rise to a new CEA
department, thus opening an additional research area.
new
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r
members of the CEA, and
of Agriculture.

Consultancies

Various national and international institutions and

organisations, some governmental, some not, frequently
request the CEA to direct or to participate in consultancies
on projects in hand. However, it is part of the CEA’s principles
only to agree to undertake work which falls within the
framework of research already under way, and within the
parameters of the research lines that we ourselves have
previously defined. Thus, during 1988, the following

HIVOS Project - integrated rural development in Cabo
Delgado - with a team that included the CEA and was
led by Dr Mark Niewekerk.

-

CUSO-SUCO - evaluation of how a

MONAP

non-governmental
organisation functions in Mozambique, a case study in
Manica
with a team composed of and led by CEA
persoimel.
The selection of these evaluations contributed to planned
research work, and to the training of the CEA researchers

led

involved in the process. •

evaluations
-

were

carried out:

Project 22 - Beira Green Belt - with a team
by Prof. Dr Michael More of IDS, and including

-

-

SAFES Publications

Vol. 2, No. 8,

The SAFES Trust is

pleased to announce the
launching of a publications project on Southern Africa.
We accept for consideration for possible publication,
manuscripts or monographs (including MSc, MA, PhD
dissertations) on Southern Africa in the social sciences,
ts

^

Reply to the editorial of SAPEM

Announcement

ai

personnel from the Ministry

and culture.

For further details contact:
The General Editor
SAFES Trust
P.O. Box MP 111
Mount Pleasant

May, 1989

On the

Special Treatment for Whites
editorial in last month’s SAPEM magazine
and wish to let you know that we, in the rank and file of
the ANC, were pleased that at last a reputable magazine
like yours has drawn public attention to the issue, the
‘special’ treatment of whites.
This is a burning issue amongst the Mass Democratic
Movement, UDF and COSATU inside the country,
where the role of Zimbabwean organisations are also
seen as not innocent in fermenting the situation where
the ANC is meeting ‘white’ delegations at the expense of
the black representation, whether or not this may or may
not be the ANC’s agenda.
Cde Lineo, ANC Publicity and Promotions, Regional
I read your

Cultural Committee

%

P.O. BOX MP 111
MOUNT PIXASANT
HARARE.
OFFICE: 3rd FLOOR MASS MEDIA
HOUSE
19 SELOUS AVENUE

HARARE.

SAFES

Txlaphon*; 72787B. 73273B
TaUa: S4S4 AAPS ZW.

SOUTV«N /VWCA POUTCAl. ECONOMY SEWS

kt4 U

PHOTOTYPESETTING=
introduced to you the public typesetting done
time-saving as well as cost-saving DESKTOP publishing
computer.
DESKTOP publishing allows us to produce camera-ready copy
to you the customer.
We offer you speedy service as well as very competitive prices.
SAPEM has

now

on our

s

Try
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us

by celling;

dick masala

on

700352 13
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LONRHO
The associated companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
make Lonrho one of Zimbabwe’s most effective income
generators in the areas of mining, manufacturing and

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited
Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited
W Dahmer &

Company (Private) Limited

agriculture.
CrittalPHope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited
Eastern Districts

Engineers

(Private) Limited

Engineering Research and
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records

Company

(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services (Private) Limited

Independence Mining (Private) Limited

s
z;

Italian Coachhuilders (Private) Limited
Lonrho Motor Industries Limited

1
Mobile Motors (Private) Limited: Associate
National Blankets

(Private) Limited

Savannah Wildlife Division
Simms Electrical and Diesel
Services (Private) Limited
Teal Record

Company (C.A.) Limited

Turnpan Zimbabwe Limited

Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughbys Consolidated PLC
Zambezi Coachworks Limited
Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

Part of the

strength of Zimbabwe
LINTAS; WORLDWIDE 8186
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